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Studies and Research, begun in February 1963 as the result of an
administrative decision "to provide a publication" to serve as an outlet
for "the scholarly work of the faculty," now appears in its third annual
issue. In the Foreword of the initial issue, Dr. G. Tyler Miller, President of Madison College, and Dr. Percy H. Warren, Dean, indicated
jointly the wish of the Administration "to encourage and foster investigation and writing" among the members of the faculty.
As a result of this administrative encouragement, certain members
of the faculty—among them Dr. William L. Mengebier, then the
chairman of the fledgling Committee on Research and Other Studies,
and certain other members of the committee—undertook to publish the
first issue of the annual periodical we called Studies and Research.
In the three issues that have now seen the light of day, articles of controlled research and disciplined study have appeared from one or more
members of the staffs of nearly all departments of the College—a
response to an opportunity and a challenge that is far more encouraging
than most of us foresaw in 1962, when the idea of a scholarly periodical
first began to take shape in our thinking.
At first, there were some who projected the impossibility of allowing
the lamb of the arts to cavort so freely with the lion of science in a
compact Grove of Academe, without expecting an engorgement; but
there has been only evidence of fondness for each other, so that it can
be surmised that the lion has lately been looking for stimulating companionship rather than for delectable alimentation.
Since 1962, provocative questions have also risen touching upon the
reason for a "pandisciplinary" periodical in a small college such as
Madison, since journals of broad reputation already exist for all the
major academic subjects as well as for many of the "sub-subjects" and
specialties. The answer, in addition to the statements by President
Miller and Dean Warren, is that none of these other publications reflects primarily the developing academic stature of Madison College
as it consolidates the newly attained status of a college of arts and
sciences primarily obligated to prepare teachers for the schools of the
Commonwealth. At this stage—the stage of the arts and sciences—the
faculty must prove academic excellence and provide the academic
community with proof of interest in academic pursuits beyond the
primary function of effective teaching. In a word, the College will
continue to need a periodical to reflect the mature scholarship and
seasoned thinking of the faculty.
T L C
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MODERN FICTION:
Critical analysis

THE IDENTITY OF STYLE AND THEME IN
FAULKNER'S THE SOUND AND THE FURY
Joyce Steed

William Faulkner, to whom Albert Camus gives the title "votre
t; plus grand ecrivain,"1 is, without a doubt, one of the most con[i troversial literary figures of the present century. The focal point
c of this controversy is the Faulknerian style, a unique fusion of traditional and experimental elements into a product which possesses the
q power to stir his readers to intense and vocal reactions. According
■ to the nature of these reactions, the readers fall generally into two
g groups with directly opposing views. The first, and probably the
most vociferous, vigorously attack his frequent disregard for traditional grammatical form, often implying that what Faulkner really
■ needs is a good course in freshman composition! These same people
s also accuse him of an obviously willful disarrangement of chronology.
They cite these two major charges as the principal causes of the
a complexity and obscurity they find in Faulkner's presentation of
ideas, if not in the ideas themselves, and on this basis judge his works
nonliterary and virtually meaningless. Their opponents, who are
Faulkner's advocates, acknowledge these basic criticisms but deny
their final judgment, finding in these departures from the traditional
form of English narrative fiction Faulkner's greatest power and
1 meaning. The cogency of the second of these two prevalent critical
; attitudes toward that literary phenomenon, the Faulknerian style, is
i confirmed by a careful analysis of that style as found in The Sound
and the Fury, the novel generally acknowledged as Faulkner's masiAlbert Camus, a letter to The Harvard Advocate in The Harvard Advocate:
William Faulkner Issue, CXXXV (November, 1951).
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terpiece, the novel which, as he says, he "anguished the most over,
. .. worked the hardest at, .. . that was the most gallant, the most
magnificent failure."2
To attempt a stylistic analysis of this novel without first achieving
an understanding of the underlying theme of the book is futile, if not
impossible. What, then, is Faulkner's theme in The Sound and the
Fury? It is the revelation of the internal chaos of the individual
characters who are trying to wrench some meaning from their
struggle against the grasping, choking tentacles of a still-living, stilldestroying past, who are searching for an attitude, a way of life, that
will yield some kind of meaning. It is a story of the individual's
painful relinquishing of all sense of calendar time—of minutes, hours,
and days ticked relentlessly away by the ancestral timepiece, "the
mausoleum of all hope and desire."3 It is a demand for a full acceptance, by both the characters within the novel and by the reader, of
a totally new concept of time. In this new concept one can no
longer define the present moment as a distinct point in time poised
between a past that is surely gone, if not forgotten, and a future
unknown and unforeseen. The present moment must rather be
viewed as an organic whole that contains within itself the sum of all
that is past and perhaps the future, also; a unit in which the presentness, the immediacy of the past, is fully realized. Such a concept
of time, psychological time, is larger than life; it is a concept that
transcends the limits of the reader's unstretched imagination. The
story of the struggle to accept this concept, the story of The Sound
and the Fury, is one of decay, disintegration, and disorder. It is a
difficult tale to tell, and it compels the artist to use a difficult style.
The style Faulkner selects is generally defined as impressionistic
"in which the logical structure appears to have been distorted in
order to produce a direct correspondence with the writer's sensations."4 This distorted order makes the first fifty pages in any of
Faulkner's novels, and in The Sound and the Fury most especially,
-Frederick L. Gwynn and Joseph L. Blotner, Faulkner in the University
(Gharlottesville, Virginia, 1959), p. 61.
3WiIHam Faulkner, The Sound and the Fury (New York, 1946), p. 95. (
[Reprinted from The Sound and the Fury, by William Faulkner. Copyright 1929 3
and renewed 1956 by William Faulkner. Copyright 1946 by Random House,
Inc. Reprinted by permission.] All subsequent references are to this edition.
4Herbert Read, English Prose Style (Boston, 1960), pp. 154-155.
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an obstacle course which only the most persevering reader will follow
to the end. But to those who do continue the rewards are more than
ample. The reader must participate, and when he does he becomes
totally immersed, and wishes to remain immersed, in the laborious
unfolding of a beautiful and complex human drama. Obstacles and
obstructions—startling language; elaborate symbolism; curious sentence structure, capitalization, and punctuation; confusing distortions and displacements of chronology; changing narrators and
varying points of view—appear repeatedly, creating and maintaining
a continuum in which the principal theme remains in motion and in
suspension until the very end. The Sound and the Fury, a tale of
chaos and disorder, provides a striking illustration of this technique
as it concludes:
The broken flower drooped over Ben's fist and his eyes were empty and
blue and serene again as cornice and facade flowed smoothly once
more from left to right; post and tree, window and doorway, and signboard, each in its ordered place (italics added).
(336)

BWl

a
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I
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Faulkner recognizes the necessity of using words that are accepted,
words whose meanings are generally agreed upon, but he also demands a language that is alive, fluid, and adaptable to what the
writer has to say.5 For this reason he frequently introduces seldomused words—"canaille," "succubus," "philoprogenitive"; creates
conglomerates of his own—"sitter-a-round," "Jerrybuilt individuallyowned demiurban"; and is on occasion particularly adept at choosing the perfect descriptive word for the context—the "patent leather
head" (italics added) (153) of the little Italian girl in Quentin's
section, or Jason's self-characterization: "She found out pretty quick
that I was a different breed of cat from Father" (italics added)
(219). He relies on repetition of a single word to heighten intensity
and to increase the sense of continuity. In Quentin's section particularly, these words become motifs that persist throughout the entire
section and assume symbolic qualities. To select a single example,
one which also clearly shows the highly connotative character of
Faulkner's language, the word "honeysuckle" occurs repeatedly and
each time seems to carry with it Quentin's whole concept of the
Old South, the suffocating sweetness and grasping tendrils of its
idealized tradition which is slowly and relentlessly snuffing out his life.

^Gwynn and Blotner, pp. 53, 279.
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To one who is familiar with both the delightfulness of a whiff of
honeysuckle in balmy open air and with the unpleasant and even
frightening sensation which too much, too near, too long can produce ; to one who has seen its rampant growth, its tenacious clinging
to itself and to nearby objects, the image appears particularly apt.
Faulkner is also capable of artistic heights in more extended
imagery. His metaphors and similes are fresh and poignant—"a
rippling shawl of leaves" (143), "a small travelling island of silence"
(168), or ". .. his invisible life ravelled out about him like a wornout sock" (329). A more elaborate extension is offered in Qucntin's
reflection upon chance in his life (196) where Faulkner heaps image
upon image: "a gamble . . . conceived by accident. . . cast with dice
already loaded .. . blind turn of a card . . . dark diceman . . . the
gods ..." (196). Finally, in his use of time and the heirloom watch
his imagistic powers reveal the high achievement of his art. The section opens with Quentin's recollection of receiving his great-grandfather's watch, and of his father's words:
I give it to you not that you may remember time, but that you might ;t,
forget it now and then for a moment and not spend all your breath xi
trying to conquer it.
(95) (
One then moves forward into the present to hear Quentin relate his
attempt not merely to conquer but to destroy time:
I went to the dresser and took up my watch, with the face still down.
I tapped the crystal on the corner of the dresser and caught the fragments of glass in my hand and put them into the ashtray and twisted
the hands off and put them in the tray. The watch ticked on. I turned
the face up, the blank dial with little wheels clicking and clicking
behind it, not knowing any better.
(99)
In this act there are both success and failure. He does destroy calendar time. He succeeds in breaking through the minutes and hours
that enslave him, but the watch ticks on relentlessly, "not knowing
any better." This relentless yet undefined continuance is Faulkner's
psychological time which remains with and haunts Quentin throughout the day until, still subject to its passage, he must wait for the last
note to sound and the vibration to die away (197), before surrendering to it completely in the only way he knows how. Time has destroyed him and only death remains. This fully expanded imagery
points out with great clarity the identity Faulkner achieves in style
and theme.

K
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Faulkner's brilliance in the use of colloquial language is unexcelled by other writers of contemporary American fiction.6 He is
totally immersed in the native element of which he writes, and
dialogue flows from his pen, rich, lively, and realistic. In his mythological Yoknapatawpha County of which Jefferson is the capital, he
recognizes four distinct dialects: the educated semi-metropolitan
white Southerner, the hill backward Southerner, the Southern
Negro, and the Negro who has been influenced by the Northern
cities.7 All four occur in The Sound and the Fury in the speech of
the Gompsons, the unnamed farmer-customer and other townsmen
in Jason's section, Dilsey and her family, and the Negro preacher
from St. Louis. A conversation between Dilsey and Mrs. Compson
early on the Sunday morning of April 8, 1928, will serve to illustrate
Faulkner's technique. Mrs. Compson speaks first—
"Dilsey."
"All right... All right, here I is. I'll fill hit soon ez I git some hot
water . . . Put hit down dar en g'awn back to bed."
"I couldn't understand what was the matter . . . I've been lying awake
Ifor an hour at least, without hearing a sound from the kitchen."
"You put hit down and g'awn back to bed . . . I'll have de fire gwine
in a minute, en de water hot in two mo."
(283-284)
The contrast is obvious, yet a certain amount of artistic restraint is
equally evident. First, Mrs. Gompson's dialogue is in no way a
reproduction of the sound of her speech. She is an educated woman
but still a native of the deep South, and to reproduce the sound of
her speech would demand a degree of phonetic transcription equal
to that which Faulkner uses in Dilsey's speech. It would, for example, demand such changes as "Ah conldn' understayund. .. ." To
yield to this, and then to transcribe the Negro dialect according to
the same principle, would become so involved as to cause the reader
to shift his attention from the story to the task of puzzling out
phonetic hieroglyphics and, thus, would render the whole unintelligible. Faulkner, therefore, selects the educated Southerner's dialect
as the norm, and in variations from the norm holds his transcriptions
to a minimum, relying chiefly on common structural and grammatical errors to convey the distinction.
^Warren Beck, "William Faulkner's Style" in William Faulkner: Three Decades
of Criticism, ed. Frederick J, Hoffman and Olga W. Vickery (East Lansing,
Michigan, 1960), p. 148.
'Gwynn and Blotner, p. 125.
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One of the most frequent sources of criticism is Faulkner's sen
tence structure. His sentences are, characteristically, often extremely
long and involved, sometimes running on and on for more than a
page, and often containing numerous parentheses. An exaggerated
but not totally farfetched, example, too long to quote here, occurs
in the Appendix (8-9) where, in a single sentence containing fortynine lines, more than twenty-five clauses, and four parentheses,
Faulkner gives a description of the Compson place, the decay and
daily life of Jason III, an account of the principal achievements of
his forefathers, the selling of next to the last fragment of the original
square mile, the purposes for which it was sold, an account of
Quentin's robbery and elopement, the death of Mrs. Compson, the
commitment of Benjy, the sale of the home and its conversion into a
boardinghouse, and the final replacement of it all by "row after row
of small crowded jerrybuilt individually-owned demiurban bungalows." Here again one finds the identity of Faulkner's style and
theme. In such a sentence he "is trying to put the whole history of
the human heart on the head of a pin,"8 just as he attempts to catch
all time in the present moment. Such structure, however, is not to
preclude Faulkner's ability to use, and to use skillfully, simpler and
more traditional constructions, particularly in straightforward narrative and in revelation of character:

L
v
h
r
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r
r
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p
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o

For an instant Ben sat in an utter hiatus. Then he bellowed. Bellow [
on bellow, his voice mounted, with scarce interval for breath. There
was more than astonishment in it, it was horror; shock; agony eyeless,
tongueless; just sound, and Luster's eyes back-rolling for a white instant.
"Gret God," he said, "Hush! Hush! Gret God!"
(335)
We went to Mother's room, where she was lying with the sickness i
on a cloth on her head.
(60) [
Little they cared how wet I got, because then Mother could have a s
whale of a time being afraid I was taking pneumonia.
(219) ^
Finally, one comes to Faulkner's constructional arrangement, "the
preliminary ordering of material, so as to make the most effective
use of that material ... to work up to a climax ... to bring home the
conclusion clearly and at a timely moment."9 The novel, in its
present form, consists of five parts: an appendix and four separate
sections, each set at a different point in time and each told by a
different narrator from a different angle of vision. These different
8

Gwynn and Blotner, p. 84.
QR^ad, p. 74.
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"voices" tell basically, but with certain variations, the same story,
yet the breathless urgency of their narration forces into the individual
Blfej narrative a degree of economy so that each telling is a necessary
enlargement and further clarification of the preceding narrative(s)
until in the final account by the author-narrator all the dangling
pieces are knit up into a unified whole. The four major sections of
the novel were written in the order in which they were published
;
"-a and are successive attempts by the author to tell the tragic story of
Caddy and her daugher. He does succeed in telling it, but as the
novel progresses that story becomes eclipsed by the more compelling
theme of time. This eclipse, perhaps, is what led Faulkner to view
the novel as a failure.10 The Appendix, written twenty years later,
is a further attempt to clarify the historical aspects of the story. It
contains several minor discrepancies and is relatively unimportant to
the novel as a whole except as a tool for further defining and clarifying that powerful tradition which leads to the ultimate destruction
of the Compson family.
The four narrators in order are Caddy's three brothers—Benjy,
Quentin, and Jason—and the author-narrator, whose primary emphasis is on the old Negro servant, Dilsey. The order is not sequential
but rather is determined by an increasing degree of sanity in the
narrator, progressing from the idiot Benjy, through the half-mad
Quentin and the self-centered Jason, to the completely sane and
objective author-narrator. The relationship of the various sections
to one another is complex and is best illustrated by a schematic
outline:
past

1 Benjy

2 Quentin
tet eA

geji

J

Dfl

$6M'
3 Jason

present

4 Authornarrator

Sections one and two focus largely on the past and are characterized
by frequent and often bewildering shifts in time-sequence as the

iOSee above, page 2.
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heart orders mental associations. Sections three and four are primarily
concerned with the present and are almost wholly straightforward
chronological narratives. The narratives of Quentin and Jason are
united by the narrow self-interest they reveal, while, on the other
hand, parts one and four offer a more general picture of the Gompson situation and family decay. They arc all, however, interdependent, and are unified by the single plot of the decay of the family as
dramatized by the virtual destruction of each of the four children
in their struggle against a transcendant view of time. The separate
parts are, then, determined by the underlying theme; they reflect
that theme individually and in chorus. They form a "massive fourpart symphonic structure"11 in which each movement with its variations in content, rhythm, and structure carries forward the musical
theme of the whole.
Benjy's section, an original artistic experiment, is a highly successful
piece of sustained impressionistic writing. Faulkner wishes to begin
his story by telling his reader what happened but not why. He
wishes to make one aware at once that the past and the present are
equally real and immediate, are, in fact, one and the same. The only
medium through which he can combine the desired objectivity and
immediacy is the mind of the idiot brother to whom there is no
relevancy and to whom all time is the present and the present moment is all time. The "tale told by an idiot" cannot, of course, be
real, and the author must rely on artistic convention, in this case a
convention the artist himself creates. This can be successful only to
the degree that the author is able to reproduce the chaotic state of
mind while maintaining a form which, though it may be complex,
is still intelligible to the reader. Faulkner seems to have hit upon the
style which achieves a perfect balance between these two opposing
demands and creates a maximum effect. And what are the elements
of this perfectly balanced style?
To reproduce the chaotic state of mind of the idiot, to unveil the
events of the Compson past, and to point up the immediacy of that
past, Faulkner chooses a unique stream-of-consciousness method, a
method that evokes closeness and involvement. His narrative begins
in the present and initially appears to be a conventional first-person
account. Yet no sooner does the reader assemble his associations—
HQonrad Aiken, "William Faulkner: The Novel as Form" in Three Decades,
ed, Hoffman and Vickery, p. 141.
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f "hitting," "flag," "caddie," "ball" . . . aha, our characters are by the
golf course—than an abrupt time-shift, stimulated by Benjy's snagging on the nail, carries him into an indefinite and undefined time in
the past and offers the reader his first glimpse of Caddy and her relationship to her idiot brother. A second image, cold hands, recalls
still another event in the past and introduces at least three more
characters. Then the present forces itself upon him, as Luster speaks
and hands him a flower, only to be followed by a quick return to
the still undefined past (23-25). In this way the history of the
Compson family gradually unfolds in the order in which past impressions occur to the idiot. They reveal not so much facts as reactions to facts, yet, because the narrator is unable to color or to
shape his thoughts, they are essentially objective and reliable. The
r reader must then absorb these chaotic and disordered impressions
representing at least a dozen different events in the Compson history,
impose some sort of order upon them, and, as it were, construct his
own narrative.
Although Faulkner uses these abrupt time-shifts along with short,
choppy, sometimes-muddled sentences to create the chaotic state of
.| the idiot's mind, he does not leave the reader wholly a victim of this
disorder. His most obvious clarifying device is a mechanical one,
not totally reliable, but extremely helpful once its limitations are
k recognized. This device is Faulkner s use of italics as a general indication of either a shift in time or, occasionally, a shift in the level of
consciousness. Recurring words and images Caddy, the smell of
i trees, the bridal veil—give a degree of continuity and combine with
the frequent time^shifts, penetrating characterization, and varying
speed of the narrative to relieve the monotony of the unvarying
simple sentences and clauses through which the idiot tells his story.
The relationship of this unique narrative to the rest of the book is
one of major importance. Stylistically the demands it makes upon
the reader evoke a degree of participation, of involvement, that
sharpens the reader's perception and prepares him to discern the
fullest meaning from the narratives which follow. In relation to the
theme, it first establishes the prevailing atmosphere of disorder. More
important, it is the "whole novel in miniature"12 as evidenced in a
12Lawrence Edward Bowling, "The Technique of The Sound and the Fury"
in William Faulkner: Two Decades of Criticism, ed. Frederick J. Hoffman and
Olga W. Vickery (East Lansing, 1954), p. 177.
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single scene recollected from childhood (i.e., the day Gamuddy died;
34-44) in which each of the Gompson children is revealed as he will
later become.
Quentin, whose narrative is the second stylistic tour de force for
Faulkner, is the center of intelligence in the novel and the chief
battleground for the conflict between psychological and calendar
time. Destroying the second, he is destroyed by the first, and the
reader watches and participates in the process. Seizing upon the
moment of highest dramatic tension, that single point in time, the
moment between life and death, and in a state that is halfway between madness and sanity, Quentin, the narrator, is able to realize a
fully the real meaning of his struggle, and Faulkner, the artist, is
able to reveal most completely the universal meaning of that struggle.
In this section the prevailing atmosphere is one of disintegration, the
disintegration of calendar time in the breaking of the watch, the
disintegration of a life in Quentin's drowning, and with his death the
disintegration of a romantic tradition and of one view of human life.
Again this atmosphere is created by the author's style. Again it is
a form of the stream-of-consciousness method, but with certain
definite alterations. In Benjy's section the action, regardless of its
disjointed and chaotic nature, is physical action. There is no trace
of meditation or reflection, for such activities are impossible to the
idiot mind. Quentin, however, is entirely different. He is an intelligent and sensitive creature fully capable of serious mental activity, especially reflection. In his narrative, then, the action is
predominantly psychological, and the style is determined by the
need to express this kind of action. Once again the order of the
narrator's thoughts is the order of the heart, and abrupt time-shifts
are common occurences. But of far greater importance here, in the
narrative of this sentient and sensitive young man, are the constantly
shifting levels of consciousness. The march of this swelling stream of
multiple and varied associations, skillfully sifted and simplified by the
author—for to include an entirely realistic account of the associations
passing through the human mind would be to lose the significant
in the bulk of the trivial and would render the whole incomprehensible—constitutes the psychological action of this section.

(
»
11
i
;

The depth and full significance of the action is revealed in Quen- i
tin's soliloquies, in the selective quality of the flashbacks, and even i
in the very setting—Harvard, the "Intellectual Capital of America." '
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The number and frequency of images which are imposed upon the
narrative reveal the scope and intensity of the action. Honeysuckle,
_ pasture, sister, and wedding announcement manifest the immediacy
h of the past; watch and chimes are constant reminders of the struggle
in the present; tidying up and water are the only view of the future.
The gradual process of disintegration is symbolized in the gradual
breakdown of grammatical form, first in recollections of the past and
then in present narrative as well. Accepted punctuation slowly disappears : clauses are strung together that formerly would have been
separate sentences; expected commas, quotation marks, and apostrophes gradually disappear; finally, capitalization, too, vanishes and
a new and wholly foreign kind of narrative appears, a narrative that
is yet understandable because it is introduced gradually:
and he then you will remember that for you to go to harvard has
been your mothers dream since you were born and no compson has
ever disappointed a lady and i temporary it will be better for me for
all of us and he every man is the arbiter of his own virtues but let no
man prescribe for another mans wellbeing and i temporary and he was
the saddest of all there is nothing else in the world its not despair until
time its not even time until it was
(196-197)
In Quentin's section is shown one end of man's struggle against
the forces of psychological time. In an honest but futile effort to
accept this transcendent view the sensitive Quentin meets only defeat and destruction. Jason chooses a different approach and finds
a different answer. He does not fight to accept the new and allinclusive view. Instead, he turns his back upon it, denies both past
and future, and seeks to find in the isolated present some meaning
; of life. And he does find a meaning—a shallow sense of security in
grasping the immediate and material. Faulkner makes this clear to
the reader by his use of a narrative style in which, though he continues to make use of the flashback, he conforms to presently accepted
literary standards, marking out the route his reader is to follow with
clear and familiar signs that prevent his hesitating or losing his
fway. The image of money and material wealth runs strong and clear
throughout the narrative, and the utter disregard for the value of
principle or of the individual is clearly revealed:
I just want an even chance to get my money back. And once I've
done that they can bring all Beale Street and all bedlam in here and
two of them can sleep in my bed and another one can have my place
at the table too.
(280)
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In relation to the novel as a whole this section appears to have
two major functions. The first is to clarify what has been presented
in the two preceding narratives. Jason, though thoroughly materialistic and self-centered, is entirely sane and, therefore, capable
of filling this need. Through his narrative, events in the past which
were first presented according to their significance now fall into i
place in chronology. Characters emerge crystal-clear; one of Faulkner's highest achievements in this section is his three-dimensional
characterization: Jason and Caddy (220), Dilsey (225), Mrs.
Compson (238), Uncle Maury (241), and other supporting characters,'such as the local farmer whose single statement—"I aint
makin next year's crop yit" (213)—reveals his entire philosophy
of life. The second function is to relieve dramatic tension built up
by the preceding narratives and to give the reader a chance to catch
his breath before moving on to the conclusion. This is achieved
through a biting, sardonic sense of humor which pervades the en- i
tire section. An excellent example is the lengthy paragraph (213- !
215) which begins:
Well, Jason likes work. I says no I never had university advantages
because at Harvard they teach you how to go for a swim at night without knowing how to swim. . . .
The fourth and final section, told by the author-narrator, is
stylistically the most orthodox. It is a third-person omniscient and
objective rendering of the final decay of the Compson family.
Dilsey, one of Faulkner's favorite characters,13 is the central figure
in the narrative. She assumes the role of a dramatic chorus summarizing and elucidating all that has gone before. In Faulkner's
description of this stalwart soul at the opening of the section we see
past and present, order and disorder symbolically absorbed into her
person through suffering;
The day dawned bleak and chill. A moving wall of grey light out
of the northeast which, instead of dissolving into moisture, seemed to
disintegrate into minute and venomous particles, like dust that, when
Dilsey opened the door of the cabin and emerged, needled laterally
into her flesh, precipitating not so much a moisture as a substance
partaking of the quality of thin, not quite congealed oil.
(281)

She, by her attendance at church that Easter morning, then gives
herself to an ordered and organized, social and historical human I,
I3
Jean Stein, "William Faulkner; An Interview" in Three Decades, ed.
Hoffman and Vickery, p. 73.
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xommunity,14 and in this act illustrates quietly and confidently, yet
[unknowingly, her acceptance of that psychological time, that sense
lof the immediacy of the past within the present moment, that Faulkner is striving to convey. She is "the observer upon whom the action
lof the novel is registered and through whom its meanings are ampli■ fied."15 She is the only one for whom the vision is complete, who
lean say, "I seed de beginnin, en now I sees de endin" (313). Dilsey
alone endures, a stalwart figure of order in the midst of disorder, of
icndurance in the midst of destruction and decay.
The Sound and the Fury is a complex novel, a difficult novel to
iread, yet its greatness lies chiefly in this complexity. Exploiting the
Istream-of-consciousness technique to a degree equalled only by Joyce
qand then knowing how and when to abandon that technique for a
more traditional narrative form, Faulkner has achieved the perfect
marriage of style and theme. "Wherefore they are no more twain
.
but
one. . . ."16
.!■
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William R. Poirier, "American Fiction since 1890," Class Lecture, Harvard
University, April 24, 1962.
l^Irving Howe, William Faulkner: A Critical Study (New York, 1952), p. 82.
^Matthew 19:6.
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POLITICAL SCIENCE;
Legislation
BILL DRAFTING IN EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS £
AND AGENCIES
Paul C. Cline
Every citizen has said on occasion, "There ought to be a law."
Usually it is at a time when he supposes his rights have been violated
or when he feels someone in public life has acted improperly. An
average individual can readily allege the changes that need to be
made in all but the most complicated laws that govern his actions.

t
r
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Although it is usually a simple matter to relate the substantive a
changes that should be made, the task of writing legislation is ex- itremely technical and difficult. It requires experts in the use of 1
words and writers well-versed in the legislative process.
In the national government several groups draft proposed statuI
tory legislation. The Offices of the Legislative Counsel for the House K
of Representatives and for the Senate write bills for members of the
respective chamber to which they are assigned. Members of Congress in earlier times took pride in their ability to write their own
proposals. The availability of expert assistance and the increase in
amount and complexity of problems the individual member must
cope with have rendered this "do it yourself" method a rare practice.
Committee staffs and staffs of members of Congress draft a small percentage of legislation. Both groups have other responsibilities and
have access to drafting experts to perform this function. Representatives of pressure groups and private citizens draft legislation.
Lobbying organizations usually have experts in legislation on their
Washington staffs to facilitate passage of statutes that are helpful to
the organizations they represent. Private citizens are usually poor
draftsmen and rarely hand to their Congressmen more than a bare
outline for laws. A final group of writers of bills is the draftsmen
for the executive departments and agencies. They constitute the
general topic of this paper.1
tThe major source of material for this paper is interviews with bill drafters
in executive departments and agencies. An attempt was made to reach per- -i
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Origins of Bills
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Proposals for bills to be drafted by legislative specialists of the
executive departments and agencies have diverse origins. These inelude the policy-making officials of the executive departments and
agencies, the draftsmen themselves, congressional committee staffs,
Senators and Representatives, and pressure groups.
The Constitution of the United States, in Article II, Section 3,
provides that the President "shall from time to time give to the Congress Information of the State of the Union, and recommend to
their Consideration such Measures as he shall judge necessary and
expedient. . . ." From this provision and other factors tending to
make the President the "Chief Legislator,"2 and from the President's
other roles as head of his political party and as Chief Executive come
an increasing tendency for the executive branch to initiate legislation.
The presidential program includes not only proposals from the
higher echelons of the executive branch but also from the operating
level of the various departments and agencies.

In recent times there has been an increasing tendency for the
e executive to assume the initiative in bill drafting and for the legislaal ture to accept this initiative. The traditional close relationship bev tween executive departments and their corresponding committees
in Congress has expanded in recent times to include close contacts
| between committee staffs and the agency personnel. Committee
1 staffs have had to rely increasingly upon their executive contacts for
i bill drafting because of the complexity of the problems to be solved
?| through legislation and because committee personnel have other
duties, such as preparing for hearings, that consume most of their
time. This situation has permitted the agencies to obtain passage of
measures in which they are interested more readily than one might
sonnel in departments which have an extensive legislative program. Of course,
the opportunity to obtain the interview was an important factor in selection of
agencies. Interviews were completed with draftsmen in the Department of Defense, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, the Agency for International Development, the Veterans' Administration, and the Federal Aviation Agency. The draftsmen were generally frank and cooperative.
2The term was probably used first in 1927 by Howard Lee McBain in The
Living Constitution, according to Lawrence H. Chamberlain, "The President as
Legislator," Annals, CCLXXXIH (September, 1952), 94.
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assume if he considers only the approving and appropriation functions of Congress.
An extreme to which this executive initiative has been carried is
the initiation of legislation by draftsmen. An example is in the area
of foreign aid where the chief draftsman for the Agency for International Development meets periodically with attorneys of other
related executive departments and agencies (e.g., Defense, Treasury,
State, and Bureau of the Budget) to speculate on what changes
would be appropriate in the foreign aid area. Of course, the measures are submitted for approval by policy makers, but the initiative
is with the persons who would not otherwise be considered policy
makers.
Whether the measure is initiated in the higher executive offices,
in operating offices, or draftsmen's conferences, it is approved by the
department or agency affected and by the Bureau of the Budget.
The Bureau is charged with the duty of examining proposals originating in executive departments to see whether they are consistent
with the President's legislative program. The proposals are then sent
to the Speaker of the House and to the President of the Senate with
an executive communication and a section by section analysis. The
executive communication is a transmitting letter from the President,
a cabinet member, or the head of an independent agency. The
Speaker and Senate President refer the bills to appropriate com- |mittes. The chairmen of these committees, if of the same party,
usually introduce the bills in the form received or with such changes
as are deemed advisable.
Congressional committees and members of Congress and their
staffs freely rely on executive department drafters to write legislation.
The initiative is with the legislative branch instead of the executive
branch, but the same reasons for reliance on the executive branch
for drafting apply: complexity of legislation, workload, and close
relationships.
Pressure groups have varying degrees of access to executive departments and agencies for the purpose of obtaining bill drafting
assistance. For instance, the Veterans' Administration has close
contact with veterans' organizations while the Department of Defense has more limited contact with pressure groups for drafting
purposes. However, such organizations as reserve officers influence
legislation of the Department of Defense at the drafting stage.
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Preparation
The basic steps in the drafting process fall logically into two stages;
the substantive and the stylistic.3 The substantive is the thinking
ql period and includes analysis of the proposal for legislation, exploration of the existing legal situation, and synthesis. The second step is
the stylistic or writing stage. The writing stage appears to be merely
the last process of drafting, and sometimes it is the easiest. It has been
estimated that four-fifths of the total effort in writing a bill is expended before the writing process.
Analysis consists of determining the proposition that the client
wishes to have included in the proposal and the specific problems related to the intended bill. The real intent of the client should be
£ ascertained by extensive questioning. If the drafter does not make
proper use of this analytic procedure, he will have to fill the gaps
with his own ideas. Neither alternative is desirable.
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The analytic stage may be understood more readily by considering
examples of the origin of legislation in executive departments and
agencies. As previously indicated the originators of bills to be
drafted include policy-making officials of the executive branch, the
draftsmen themselves, congressional committee staffs, and pressure
groups. The extent to which each of these initiators requests drafting
assistance varies from department to department. In the Department of Defense a bill usually is conceived in one of the three
services (Army, Navy, and Air Force). Civilian and military attorneys draft the Air Force legislation while only military men write
the Army and Navy legislation. Another procedure for initiating
legislation in the Department of Defense is the establishment of an
inter-service committee to make recommendations on a subject that
is of department-wide interest, such as the Military Pay Bill. The
committee's recommendations are then submitted to the three services for comments. The committee considers the comments and revises its recommendations where desirable. The policy proposals as
developed by the committee are given to the draftsman, an attorney
in the office of the assistant general counsel attached to the assistant
secretary of defense under whose jurisdiction the subject matter most
logically falls.

3Reed Dickerson, "How to Write a Law," Notre Dame Lawyer, XXXI (Dei:j cember, 1955), 17 and 19. Dickerson maintains that these basic steps have not
■d been practiced as widely as they should be. (p. 17)
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The Agency for International Development employs a forthright method for determining the legislative needs of the Agency.
Questionnaires are sent to AID personnel for their comments as to
what changes should be made in the basic Statutes governing the
Agency.
The Veterans Administration is an example of an agency which
deals mostly with proposals for legislation which come from outside
the agency. Veterans' organizations and individuals frequently
request members of Congress to sponsor a bill that is within the interest of the VA. The member then asks the VA to draft the bill.
Fewer drafting proposals originate in the agency. These proposals
usually deal with technical or administrative matters, such as increasing the rate of payments so that the rates will compare more
favorably with the rising cost of living.4
Briefing of the draftsman by the policy maker5 may be formal or
informal.6 Extensive conferences may be required, as, where there
has been a study by a committee that has culminated in the recommendation for certain legislation. This was the situation with regard
to the Military Pay Act in the Department of Defense, mentioned
above, the Administrative Procedure Act, and the Uniform Code of
Military Justice.7 Persons in the operating branches of the department may have to be called to receive their views. On the other
hand, briefings may be informal with only a few people involved.
The briefing may be accomplished by correspondence instead of
or in addition to face to face confrontation between initiator and
drafter.
The routing of a request for a bill may go through several stages.
For instance, in the case of a bill concerning credit unions in the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, the policy initiator
Vm interesting contrast to the higher frequency of drafting proposals for
Congressmen by the VA is the policy of the bill writers for the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare. When a Congressman asks the latter attorneys
to formulate a bill, the Office of the Legislative Counsel is tactfully suggested
for the task. HEW draftsmen write bills for Congressmen only when they are
pressed to do so.
^In some cases, as mentioned earlier with reference to the draftsman for the
Agency for International Development, the draftsman and policy maker are
rather close to being the same.
6Charles J. Zinn, How Our Laws Are Made, (Washington; U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1956), p. 3.
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was the Bureau of Federal Credit Unions. The idea was passed to
the Bureau's superior, the Commissioner of Social Security, for
approval. The proposal was then endorsed by the Assistant Secretary
for Legislation and transmitted to the Office of the General Counsel
for technical preparation. The Legislative Division of the General
Counsel's Office finally drafted the bill.
fn spite of his need for extensive information from the briefing,
j the draftsman many times is either given too little information, or is
■ given what is, in effect, a "blank check" to transform an idea into a
i law in any manner that the draftsman desires.
After the briefing stage, the drafter must explore the existing
>1 legal situation in the general area of the proposed legislation. In this
t research stage the draftsman studies the existing relevant legislation,
jj the effect on the proposed bill of relevant provisions in the United
States Constitution, and pertinent court decisions. Legal precedents
of the Attorney, Comptroller General, or Agency Council may have a
bearing on the matter. An important issue is whether the legislation
can be effectively administered by the operating units of the departments or the agency. The draftsman frequently consults the
operating personnel and studies agency regulations on this matter.
Costs of the plan must be considered. Publications of recognized
el authorities are reviewed. Rules of the Senate and of the House of
Representatives and policies and practices of committees of Congress
n may have some bearing on the drafting process.8
d
l
j
?

After a thorough study has been made of the various ramifications
of the proposal, the draftsman must develop a concrete plan of organization and arrangement. This "synthesis" stage has been termed
the hardest part of drafting.9 An important problem to be resolved
at this time is whether the purpose of the proposed legislation can be
served better by the formulation of an entirely new law or by
amending existing legislation. In such agencies as the Veterans
'In some departments, in fact, it has only been in relatively recent years that
the policy makers have given up the task of drafting legislation themselves. For
example, the Array abandoned the practice of policy makers' drafting bills in
1955 and turned the duty over to the Army Judge Advocate General branch.
^Speech by G. H. Birdsall, General Counsel of the Veteran's Administration,
to Disabled American Veterans, September 18, 1943, in United States Congress,
House Document No. 476, 78th Congress, 3rd Session, 1943, pp. 128-129.
SDickerson, p. 19.
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Administration and the Agency for International Development, most
legislation is in the form of amendments to existing laws.
After performing the analysis, exploration, and synthesis steps, the
drafter is ready to begin the task of writing the bill.
Drafting
Thomas Jefferson, in a letter written to Joseph C. Cabell in
September, 1817, indicated that he (Jefferson) had attempted to
write in simple language a bill for financing elementary schools.
He said that the bill could be easily corrected to suit the taste of his
brother lawyers "by making every other word a 'said' or 'aforesaid' "
and saying everything over "two or three times" so that nobody but
those of the "craft" would be able to untwist the diction.10 Rather
serious allegations have been made in recent years to the effect that
bills are being improperly prepared. The author of an article in a law
review in 1947 maintained that writers of legislation adopt the style
in which earlier laws have been written in order to make certain
that the words sound like those of a legislature. The practice insures
that the laws will be written in a style "as ancient as the draftsman's
learning permits."11 A leading bill drafter contends that the art of
legislative drafting is "only crudely developed."12
There is a great need for laws to be drafted properly. Several
groups benefit from clearly drawn statutes and are injured or hampered by badly framed laws. These groups include the law-makers
themselves since poor laws can frustrate legislative intent; the citizen
whose actions are governed by the statutes; the public official who
must enforce the legislative will; and the judges who interpret the
mandates of the legislatures.
In the proper writing of legislation there are several steps that
should be followed: preparation of a draft of a bill; revision of the
draft; checking for internal consistency, such as determining whether
WQuoted in Gerard Tetley, "Jefferson on the Verbosity of Statutes," The
Christian Science Monitor Magazine Section (April 3, 1948).
^Alfred F. Conard, "New Ways to Write Laws," Tale Journal LVI
(February, 1947), 459-460. Conard compares the techniques to the use by
lawyers of Latin and French for pleadings long after these languages had ceased
to be used much.
J^Reed Dickerson, p. 14.
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3 definitions are followed consistently throughout the document; havi ing another drafter check the bill; and polishing the result for
g greater readability and clarity.13
Any serious attempt to set out rules for drafting legislation would
fill a large volume. However, the mention of a few rules may indicate the technicalities involved in bill drafting and may show why
beginning draftsmen sometimes give up their positions shortly after
being hired.
All bills on the same subject should be included in a single bill
for a single session of Congress. Each amendment to existing legislation should be organized so that the reader of the amendment may
determine its meaning without looking to the basic statute. The
draft should include language clearly showing the intent of the
policy maker; all necessary authority for the action to be taken pursuant to the bill; any necessary changes in other laws affected; and,
if it is an independent act, provisions for administering the bill,
defining terms, and punishing violators.14
A cardinal rule of style is to use terms consistently.15 Sentences
hi should be no longer than necessary. Present tense and indicative
.n mood should be used. The imperative should be utilized only for a
true command. The active voice, singular, positive, and active verb
are to be used rather than the passive voice, plural number, negative
statement, and noun equivalents of verbs. Definitions should be used
only when necessary and should not be contrary to the normal
definition of the word.16
Draftsmen in the Department of Defense should use "armed
forces," not "armed services"; "20 years of service," not "20 years5
service"; "absent without authority," not "absent without leave";
and "surviving spouse," not "widow or widower," as the case may
be.17
There are other questions in addition to style that affect the
f finished legislative product in the drafting stage. Specialization,
t teamwork, and multiplicity of draftsmen are problems in securing
i3Dlckerson,
pp. 20-22.
14
Speech by G. H. Birdsall, p. 129.
ISDickerson, p. 24.
BiDickerson, p. 25.
^Department of Defense, "Instruction," No. 5550, 7 (June 25, 1962), pp. 5-6.
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the right combinations of bill writers. Bill drafters in the executive
branch tend to specialize in particular areas of legislation that affect
their agency. The beginning drafter is assigned legislation of a certain type and later continues to prepare bills in the same category
because he has experience in the area. Sometimes, prior experience
with a subject in a non-drafting capacity will be a factor in a
drafter's being assigned to write bills on that subject. The trend
appears to be toward more specialization as staffs develop in the
executive agencies.
There seems to be some difference of opinion regarding the practice of writing legislation in teams. Some draftsmen indicate that
all drafting should be done by an individual. Others maintain that
teams should always be utilized with legislation or at least whenever
possible. There is not as much disagreement as would appear at first.
Some of the more experienced draftsmen seem to prefer to work
alone. However, even the older men must work in groups when their
office codifies laws under one title in the United States Code or
writes lengthy major pieces of legislation.
The persons who favor teamwork believe that the drafting job
should be the ultimate responsibility of one man, since division of
responsibility leads to delay, friction, and often a "hodgepodge
result."18 Even though the advocates of teamwork say, "Beware
of the Lone Draftsman!"19 who associates with no other draftsmen,
they feel that the writing should be done alone with collaboration
obtained in either of two ways: (1) seeking, at appropriate stages,
the advice of individual specialists in the area and (2) setting up a
drafting team of not more than two persons who will compare with
each other results of lone efforts.20
It is contended by some that teams should be set up because no
single person can conceive all the angles; one person would lose
track of the details in a complex bill; members of the team can
cross-check each other's product;21 and all the necessary qualities
are seldom found in a single draftsman.22
18Rced Dickerson, Legislative Drafting (Boston; Little, Brown and Co., 1954),
p. 32.
ISlndividuality and exclusiveness are said to be the surest signs of the "callow"
legislative author. Dickerson, Legislative Drafting, p. 30. However, drafting in
conference leads to contests of skills and wastes time. Dickerson, Legislative
Drafting, p. 41.
20Dickerson, Legislative Drafting, p. 30.
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It appears that the "loners" and the advocates of teamwork are
not so far apart, except in the case of the lone draftsman who does
not check his work with an associate. This check by a fellow drafter
appears to be the essence of the teamwork called for by advocates
of joint effort in drafting.
A kindred problem is the multiplicity of draftsmen who write
legislation for the federal government. The practice of having
draftsmen for each department and agency in addition to production
o of legislation by the offices of the Legislative Counsel, lobbyists, and
committee staffs leads to a lack of uniformity in legislation which is
the "most fertile single source of confused, difficult-to-read, overlapping, and conflicting statutes."23 This is a problem even within
a single agency where there are several offices of draftsmen. An
example would be the Department of Defense in which the Army,
Navy, and Air Force draft legislation separately.
The issues of priorities, deadlines, workload, and output are related to the performance by legislative draftsmen. There are various
criteria for establishing priorities and deadlines for the drafters.
Leading considerations are the inclusion of mention of the bill in the
President's legislative program and the scheduling of hearings on
the bill by Congress. When some phase of agency work is being delayed for want of legislation, there is pressure for early drafting.
Deadlines requiring fast action may be set by the policy maker.
The rank of the requester has a bearing on the relative priority assigned to a bill not only in the Department of Defense but also in
the most "civilian" of agencies.

1

The workload varies from department to department and from the
more experienced staff members to the less experienced. Some departments have a much larger legislative program than others.
Older draftsmen appear to have a greater workload than younger
men and have to perform more of the other tasks related to drafting
legislation. The workload is usually so extensive that only matters
of high priority or very early deadlines are handled. Such a situation exists more infrequently with other draftsmen, however, at
2lDickerson, "How to Write a Law," p. 22.
22Bertram M. Gross, The Legislative Struggle: A Study in Social Combat
(New York; McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1953), p. 191.
?3Reed Dickerson, "Legislative Drafting: American and British Practice Compared," American Bar Association Journal XLIV (September, 1958), 907.
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certain stages, drafting of the legislative program for a department
and when short deadlines are given for other reasons, the draftsmen
are required to work under a considerable amount of pressure.
Further, some contend that important problems regarding bills are
not solved by the policy maker until very close to the time when the
bill is needed in finished form, thus adding to the necessity for
hurrying the drafting job.
It is difficult to shed much light on the output of a legislative
drafting office. The bills vary greatly in length and complexity.
Some drafters have other tasks so that less than full time is spent in
drafting bills. Many legislative items are presented to Congress
without passage. All that is needed with regard to these proposals
is to bring them up to date.
Drafter Harry W. Jones furnishes an interesting evaluation of the
amount of time spent in a typical instance in drafting a 1200-word
bill. Research time was 58 hours, conference time 18 hours, and
actual writing time 4 hours.24 This shows clearly the large variance
between the preparatory and drafting stages. Here the ratio was
19:1, preparation over drafting time.
Another issue in the drafting process is the resolving of questions
occurring to the draftsman during the writing of legislation. The
draftsman usually discusses them informally with the policy makers.
On a complicated bill contact is almost continuous. On a simple bill
there may be no contact between drafter and initiator until the bill
is written. A device used by the draftsman who wants to obtain clear
authority for including unique features in a bill is to write a memorandum to the originator so that a written reply may be obtained.
This device protects the drafter from an accusation that he has
included his own ideas in the finished product.
The draftsman may have further duties concerning the bills he
has written even after the drafting stage is completed. He also may
have other tasks closely related to the writing of legislation.
Post-Drafting Functions
The procedure and formality with which bills are approved varies
from department to department. In the Agency for International
24Harry W. Jones, "Some Reflections on a Draftsman's Time Sheet," American
Bar Association Journal XXXV (November, 1949), 941.
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Development it is necessary merely to check with the initiator informally, correcting errors in personal conference. In other departments the bill is sent through such channels as an Assistant Secretary
of Legislation25 to the originator for approval. The drafter may note
on the bill the various persons who should comment on it before it
is sent to the agency head for approval. The nature of the bill may
be such that personnel in an operating branch of the department
should be permitted to give their views on the adequacy of the bill
in terms of administration.26 Other departments or branches not
having any direct connection with the legislation, but indirectly concerned, may be given the proposal so that they may read it and
submit opinions. The Agency for International Development coordinates its proposals with several departments, among them State
and Defense. Bills concerning one service in the Department of
Defense are read by people in the other two services before the drafts
are finally approved. Comments are considered by the originators
and changes are made where It is desirable. After the comments
come back from the various persons who have inspected the draft

, and proper changes are made, it is submitted to the department or
agency head for approval and resolution of any conflicts that may
have arisen and remained unsolved in the course of the drafting and
M coordination processes.
Bill drafters perform various post-drafting functions. They write
a letters transmitting bills from the executive branch to the Speaker
of the House of Representatives and the President of the Senate.
In addition to "Speaker Letters" they write section-by-section
analyses accompanying the bill. Drafters of executive departments
may be called upon to make changes needed to facilitate "selling"
the bill to the committee or desired by members of Congress.
The executive department draftsmen prepare position papers and
reports. Position papers which give the department's views on the
bill are used by department staff members as a basis for testifying
before congressional committees. Reports are prepared in answer
to requests by congressional committees for information and for the
executive department's position on a bill. The reports must be
. I; cleared by the Bureau of the Budget on the question of whether the
l opinions coincide with the administration's legislative program.
^Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
2*>Reed Dickerson, Legislative Drafting.
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Bill writers make changes in bills during and after congressional
committee "mark-up" sessions, executive sessions at which the
committee examines the bill closely and makes amendments. The
writers may be called upon to testify regarding their views as to the
effects of the bill. Material used on the floor of the Senate or House
may be prepared by the drafters in some departments. This material
includes speeches to be read by committee chairmen when presenting the bill and by members who are "friendly" to the proposal and
also includes dialogue to be used by two or more members of Congress in support of a bill. In these ways the executive department
facilitates the making of its own legislative history to be used in
further litigation or other proceedings concerning the proposal.
Perhaps the final task of the drafter is checking enrolled bills, enactments waiting the President's signature, for accuracy before the
President signs them.
Conclusions
Two issues are of major importance in the discussion of bill
drafting. Is there an adequate review by the policy maker of the
drafted legislation to determine whether the policy that is intended
is accurately reflected in the bill that has been written? This question
is not completely unrelated to the second issue. Do bill-drafters influence the substance of legislation? An auxiliary question to this
one is apparent. Are there opportunities for unethical practices such
as deception by bill-drafters by virtue of their positions in the legislative process?
At each stage of the legislation writing process there is an opportunity for conference between originator and writer. The early conferences may be used for extensive description of the ideas to be
included in the new measure. When the bill is being written, uncertainties and involved problems may be considered and resolved.
After the writing phase is completed and the bill placed in final form
there may be review, discussed earlier, by the initiator as well as
other interested persons, such as operating units, other divisions of
the department and other departments.
Some departments and draftsmen make full use of these opportunities for continuous review. Standard operating procedures may
call for constant referral of problems to the policy maker instead of
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the drafter's resolving them himself. The practice may be, as in the
^ Veterans Administration, that as a matter of course various interested
h officers as well as the initiator have an opportunity to inspect and
r comment upon the finished product before it is finally approved
u and sent to the President or to Congress. Further, this review may be
)i necessary since in some agencies the drafter has the duty of writing
if the speaker letter and sectional analysis and other post-drafting tasks
x concerning the legislation that may not be completed until the draft
g is finally inspected and approved. Where standard operating procei dures call for a final review of the bill by the initiator, it would seem
ri that this would have to be done before approval of the bill would
be made by the department head, where he is not the initiator.
It is readily apparent that a rigid check on policy reflected in the
bill may never occur. In the rush of preparing legislation there may
not be time to examine the bill properly. Where policy maker and
d draftsman have worked closely together throughout the drafting
process, the final product may be presumed by the initiator to contain his wishes. Legisladon in many areas is so complex that the
drafter's version of the way the bill should be written must be accepted where the initiator is not completely familiar with the sub3 ject matter. Where the originator has omitted various features of the
bill and has requested the writer to fill them in, an adequate postdraft inspection may as easily be omitted also. Further, where the
[1 drafter completes his responsibility with regard to the measure at
the time he completes the draft, there is no way to tell whether there
is a check on the policy contained in the bill.
It appears that the practice of checking varies from agency to
agency and within a single department, as with many other questions regarding the drafting area. Unless there is a shortage of time,
however, there is usually an adequate opportunity for review of any
bill drafted. On the other hand, where the subject matter is so complex or where the drafter has been allowed to implement the basic
policy with his own ideas, it would appear that an adequate check
by the initiator is very unlikely.
Bill-drafters do, very definitely, influence legislation. This is the
consensus of opinion expressed by all of the executive branch bill!)t| drafters interviewed for this paper. The policy makers on many
occasions have only a vague idea as to what features should be in-
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corporated into the measure and so must leave a considerable amount
of the total policy to be contained in the legislation to the discretion
of the drafter. The importance of the drafter's position in such a case
has been graphically described by a writer in the area of legislation
by maintaining that participating in the first draft of a bill is like
"beating the other fellow to the draw" and has almost as much
meaning for the legislative process as a nomination has for an
electoral campaign.27
The draftsman can influence legislation in many ways. He
usually prepares the definitions that will be used in interpreting
the measure. He decides, in many instances, the sanctions that are
to be imposed on violators. He may have to decide rates, percentages, and amounts to be included. Even when the draftsman is
very conservative and patterns the bill after existing legislation, this
is a decision that may influence the policy contained in the bill, since
he might as easily have made some change in the manner of drafting measures in the particular area in which the bill lies.
It is urged by a writer in this field that since the drafter cannot
anticipate all of the changes that may be made in the bill as it
proceeds through the legislative process, it is necessary that he
formulate the measure in a manner most readily adaptable to future
changes.28 The decision of the drafter as to how best to make the
bill adaptable is similar to policy decision.
Most writers and interviewees maintain that the bill draftsman
should not make major policy. There seems to be little disposition
to go along with Professor Freund's 1916 statement that the draftsman should not even be called in until after a policy has been agreed
upon.29 The draftsman should be present at the early meetings at
which policy is decided, in order to get as complete an idea as
possible regarding the intent of the initiators. He has the responsi27Gross, p. 188.
28James Craig Peacock, Notes on Legislation Drafting (Washington: R.E.C.
Foundation, Inc., 1961), p. 6. Courtenay Ilbert, in The Mechanics of LawMaking (New York: Columbia University Press, 1914), p. 14, quotes Sir
Frederick Pollock as saying that a bill drafted does not become an Act of
Parliament until it has been torn to shreds and made unrecognizable to its
author and "to any one with an eye for the clothing of ideas in comely words
no less ludicrous an object than the ragged pilgrims described by Bunyan:
'They go not uprightly, but all awry with their feet; one shoe goes inward,
another outward, and their hosen out behind; there a rag and there a rent, to
the disparagement of their Lord.' "
29Ernest Freund, Legislative Drafting. Address delivered to the First Annual
Meeting of the Bill Drafting Conference (Chicago, 1916), p. 4.
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bility for "counseling" and even volunteering advice at these ses)ij sions,30 but he should avoid "officious meddling."31
In spite of these admonitions sufficient information was received
n in interviews to discover that even "major policy" may be made
L during the drafting of a bill. Some drafters boast of the extent to
vi
li which they have influenced bills they have drawn. One draftsman
of long experience admitted that it is "fun" to make policy in the
process of drafting a bill. However, the context in which he said
this was that he did this only where the policy maker was vague or
unprepared to settle important questions that had to be included in
the statute.
.
There is an abundance of opportunity for the draftsman to deceive
the persons for whom he is writing the bill and those who will be affected by the bill. He may desire to do this out of loyalty for his department (where he includes matter that will aid his department
v, when the bill is to be enforced); because of a personal aversion to the
policy contained in the legislation; or because of a craving for power
c through deceits.
Various devices may be used to give a bill a different meaning
from what would appear. The drafter can conceal ideas, especially
in the technical language of a complex piece of legislation. The ideas
may render void the whole bill or certain parts of the bill or may
affect its enforceability. The drafter rtiay use language which he
ij knows will not be accepted by the courts. Instead of hiding ideas,
5! he may place clauses in the bill that Congress will undoubtedly object
o to in considering the bill. This language, in a long complicated bill,
■b can be got past the initiators of the legislation on many occasions,
a especially when extensive reliance is placed upon the bill drafter.
There are various objections to deception by the drafter. There
are various moral implications, among them the idea that the public
is not protected from the partisan lawyer-draftsman by an impartial
judge as they would be in the normal attorney-client-public relationship.32 The deception also usurps the legislative function and, further,
does not "pay off." It may lead to distrust of the agency by the
legislature and to confusion and delay on the part of persons affected
by the law—who may be the ones the drafter is attempting to help.33
30Peacock, p. 3.
3lReed Dickerson, Legislative Drafting, p. 14.
32
Peacock, p. 2.
^Dickerson, Legislative Drafting, p. 15.
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BIOLOGY:
Insect ecology

A POPULATION STUDY OF LAND ARTHROPODS
IN A HEATH BALD1
James K. Grimm
PART I
INTRODUCTION

Recognition of the great need for studies in microenvironments
has resulted in an upsurge of research on this subject within the past
decade. In the field of insect ecology this need has been greatly
emphasized by Platt, Baum, Condon, and other authors in recent
publications (Court and Baum, 1949). Only within the last decade
has the importance of the microenvironmental factors been realized
and applied to the study of insect biology and insect ecology. The
trend now is to interpret the physical variables both by quantitative
and qualitative methods.
Uvarov (1931) made the following statement in his review of
insects and climates: ". . . in spite of the obvious importance of the
ecoclimate (local conditions) for the proper understanding of the
actual conditions of existence, very little work has been done on the
subject. . . ." Since that time, and particularly subsequent to World
War II, many data have been accumulating, but precise information
on the conditions in insect microhabitats is still extremely scanty. In
the past, many authors have applied macroenvironmental observations to microenvironmental data, assuming that the physical factors
affected all species in the same way; however, it is now evident that
the microenvironment has a much greater influence on the species
and therefore must be studied separately from the macroenvironment. Also, it is obvious that microclimates vary greatly, not only
'This material is drawn from the author's unpublished doctoral dissertation
(University of Tennessee, 1963).
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within the same habitat but in diflferent habitats as well. We cannot
depend on results expressed as mean values of the physical data as
a method for determining the microclimatic conditions of the populations studied. Gloudsley (1953) states that it is impossible to use
average temperature readings for an exact estimation of the influence
of weather conditions on insects that develop without diapause.
We must be concerned with the specific conditions at a specific time
under which the species lives.
Potgzer (1939) states that microclimate is a complex of varying
degrees of physical intensities which ranges from a very sensitive
difference to a gradual merging with macroclimate, as, for instance,
the variation in the occurrence of frost within the narrow confines
of a certain locality. The macroclimate is more or less uniform in its
cycles, whereas the microclimate separates the larger units of flora
into vegetation or forest types. As an example of the effect of
microenvironmental factors, Young (1938), in Indiana, found the
distribution of epiphytic mosses to be controlled by very fine variations in the microclimate as determined by north and south sides of
trees, or by differences in elevation of a few feet up or down a slope.
Friesner (1935) determined that colonies of hemlock in Indiana
grew in circumscribed areas where the microclimate varied from
that of the nearby deciduous forest habitat. The degree expressed
by the units of microclimates gradually emerge as the macroclimate.
In other words, the intensity of the soil temperature, air temperature,
and soil moisture content form the greater part of the macroenvironment.
The present study was designed to sample litterborne arthropods
in a natural community and to obtain results of ecological significance from the samples. Although a heath bald seemingly offers
ideal opportunity for this type of study, very few investigations have
been conducted in this unusual, if not unique, habitat. The heath
balds or "slicks" occur throughout the elevations of the subalpine
forests and down to 4000 feet and show considerable difference in
composition with altitude. The lower heath balds in the Great
Smoky Mountains are clearly distinguishable from the upper balds
and can be characterized by their plant compositions. The lower
balds are dominated by Kalmia latifolia and Rhododendron maximum, whereas the upper balds are dominated by Rhododendron
catawbiense and Rhododendron carolinianum heaths.
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Brushy Mountain heath bald is located in the Great Smoky
Mountains, Sevier County, Tennessee, on the Greenbrier-Brushy
Mountain nature trail, at an elevation of 4900 feet. The bald is
located at 83 degrees 26 minutes west, 35 degrees 41 minutes north,
approximately one-quarter mile north of Trillium Gap. Much of its
top, slopes, and leads are clothed with heath bald vegetation. A lack
of vegetative uniformity is evident throughout the bald. Beginning at
the beech woods of Trillium Gap, the taller vegetation gradually
becomes lower toward the peak. The ridges are characterized by
vegetation three to five feet high, in contrast to the peripheral
vegetation which measures upward to twenty feet in height.
The vegetation of Brushy Mountain heath bald may be described
as follows: no trees, nearly continuous coverage (97 percent) of
shrubs, predominantly ericaceous, with the canopy dominated by
Rhododendron catawbiense and containing Kalmia latifolia, R.
maximum, Viburnum cassinoides, Vaccinium constablaei, Aronia
melanocarpa. Ilex montana, Smilax rotundifolia, and Gaylussacia
ursina.
The very low herb coverage (less than 4 percent) is provided by
Gaulteria procumbens, Galax aphylla, Medeola virginian, Trillium
undulatum, and Melampyrum lineare (Whittaker, 1952).
The heath bald vegetation extends down the leads from the
Brushy Mountain summit to elevations of approximately 4000 feet,
the minimum elevation which can support this type of community.
As a result, the bald comes in contact with several different types of
forest communities: oak-chestnut, pine-heath, hemlock-birch, and
certain thin stands of secondary woods composed of shadbush, fire
cherry, red maple, etc. Small numbers of these species find their
way into the bald, but should be considered incidental to the bald
flora.
The inhabitants of the Great Smoky Mountains usually refer to
the heath communities as "slicks" or "balds." Either name is
somewhat misleading, for these areas are extremely tangled with
members of the order Ericales. The density of growth varies as one
approaches the perimeter of the bald. Some areas within the balds
are almost impenetrable.
Various theories have been presented explaining the origin of the
heath balds. Some authors (Cain, Clements, King, Stupka, 1937)
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suggest that the balds are natural formations, while Wells (1936)
believes that the clearing of land by man has been the determining
factor. There is evidence of two, perhaps three, fires (Gain, 1937)
which suggest that fire is a determining factor in the maintenance
of balds; however, this does not imply that the bald is a result of
fire. When one examines the flora of a bald, he finds that there are
no species of plants confined exclusively to the bald communities, the
flora being more or less an extension of a layer society of the
adjacent forest. This leads to the conclusion that the heath community is subsequent to the forest community and should be considered as a post-climax type of vegetation. Heath bald communities
are in fact extensive growths of the extended layer society from the
contiguous forest, being maintained by fire, prevailing winds, atmospheric conditions, and the continuing production of acidic soils which
tend to promote the heath type of growth competing successfully
with the forest climax.

Brushy Mountain heath bald serves as an excellent representative
bald in that the vegetation varies in density, and height, and in peat
formation. The soil profile shows that successful establishment of the
bald as a plant community has taken many years. The podsol consists of three main regions: (1) a raw humus layer on top, beneath
which is (2) the gray leached podsol region and underneath this
b (3) a brown enriched layer. In the Brushy Mountain heath bald
more than three layers can be distinguished. These were described
• by Gain in 1930. According to Cain, a thin surface layer of dry
peat which has been designated as "trochentorf" exists above a
thicker layer of moist brown peat. This "trochentorf" layer undergoes a transition into a brownish-black soil humus layer. These three
layers constitute the main organic horizon and provide the substances
which leach out to form the gray ash layer or "podsol" layer.
I believe that the unusual and seemingly varied habitat offers an
ideal environment with many variables which could feasibly demonstrate the effects of both biotic and abiotic forces upon the arthropod
community therein.
The study was planned to provide a comparison of populations
within the arthropod community of various taxonomic groupings.
It seemed appropriate to record both physical and biotic factors as a
means of correlating the variations within the members of the community. It was hoped that analysis of the samples would reflect
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environmental characteristics such as density, taxonomic composition, diversity, and food-habit proportion, as well as seasonal
distributions.
Samples were collected from four selected areas within the Brushy
Mountain heath bald. Sampling areas designated as plots I, II, III,
and IV, were chosen based upon their direction of exposure. Plot
I faced due east, Plot II faced due west, Plot III faced due south,
and Plot IV faced due north. Each plot was measured and staked.
Colored cloth was used for identification of the sampling areas (Fig.
1). All plots were on a slope of approximately 30 degrees and at an
elevation of 4900 feet. Plots I, II, and III were covered with
vegetation ranging from one-half meter to three meters in height,
whereas Plot IV had vegetation extending upward to six meters.
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PART II
METHODS
(a)

Recordings

At each collection, recordings were made of air temperature, litter
d temperature, pH of litter, litter moisture content, light intensity,
I and general macroclimatic conditions.
Air temperatures were recorded with a Tele-thermometer, Model
44 TE, manufactured by the Yellow Springs Instrument Co., Inc.,
Yellow Springs, Ohio. This instrument is equipped with thermocouples mounted on leads two meters in length and can be placed
at any position within this two-meter range. As many as twelve
readings may be recorded simultaneously. Air temperature readings were recorded at two meters, one meter, one-half meter, ten
centimeters, and at litter surface. This Tele-thermometer was chosen
because it eliminated much of the time usually consumed when recording temperatures with individual thermometers frequently resulting in inaccurate readings. Readings were taken directly above
It the sampling area.
Litter temperatures were recorded with Weston soil thermometers,
4 Model 2261, manufactured by the Weston Electric Instrument Co.,
Newark, New Jersey. Five thermometers were used simultaneously
n to record the temperature between the loosely packed litter and the
more compact litter at depths of two centimeters, five centimeters,
ten centimeters, and fifteen centimeters.
Litter acidity was determined regularly with Hydrion papers
manufactured by the Micro Essential Laboratory, Brooklyn 10,
• New York, and with a Beckman pH meter, Model 72, manufactured
d by Beckman Instruments, Inc., Fullerton, California.
Light intensities were determined with a Weston Illumination
fi Meter, Model 603, manufactured by Weston Laboratories, Newark,
4 New Jersey. They were recorded at levels of two meters and one
meter above ground surface and at surface level.
Relative humidities were determined by a psychrometer, Model
ML-450/um, manufactured by The Instruments Corporation, Baltimore, Maryland. Recordings were taken at two meters and one
meter above ground level, and at surface level.
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Litter moisture content was determined by wet-dry weight comparison and expressed as dry weight percentages.
Auger samples were taken to determine the moisture content at a
depth of fifteen centimeters. The samples were removed to the
laboratory and dried in an electric oven. The moisture content was
expressed as dry weight percentages.

(b)

Sampling

Litter samples were taken monthly from four plots in the chosen
heath bald. Collecting began on December 10, 1960, and was
terminated on November 18, 1961. The sampling method consisted
of removing each month one square foot of litter from each of the
four plots. The samples were placed in separate plastic containers
and returned to the laboratory for examination. Soil samples were
also taken with an auger and placed in special soil containers for
moisture content determinations.

(c)

Extraction

Four Berlese funnels were used in the laboratory to extract the
fauna present in the samples. The arthropods were collected and
stored in 70 percent alchohol for eventual counting and identification. The fauna could be extracted within three days if lights
supplemented by para-dichlorobenzene were used.

(d)

Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis

Direct countings of the extracted specimens were made by using
a Spencer binocular equipped with a grid and micrometer disc. The
arthropods collected were identified to their major respective taxonomic category and, where practical, identifications were made to
the species level.
Quantitative analysis of the arthropods collected were treated
statistically to test the significance of the variance of arthropod
distribution using sampling plots and collecting dates as criteria.
Critical Ratio or Student "t" tests were utilized to test the significance of the criteria at various levels.
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Figure 1. Diagram showing layout of plots. The numbers represent
the specific sampling areas.
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PART III
DATA ANALYSIS

The statistical design employed in the collection of data for an
"analysis of variance,"2 was selected because of its potential use in
determining the significance of the basic variables (collecting dates
and sampling plots) and their interactions. The design had a further
advantage in allowing "t" test conversions from "F" tests, making
possible the identification of significant differences within and between sampling plots and collecting dates. Interpretation of t
test ratios under a "two-tailed" hypothesis is necessary since the
annual mean per group per sampling plot is not known or employed
as a basic criterion. The assumption is made in the following probability statements (Tables 1 and 2) that the individual means
upon which they depend may be either above or below any individual
sampling plot or collecting date statistic.
Tables showing the significance of the various "F" and "t" values
at various probabihty levels follow (Tables 1, 2, and 2-a). Analysis
of their ecological significance is to be found in Part IV.

IThe raw data employed in the design are not included as part of this report
but are available from Dr. Grimm [Edl\.
, ■ , r
i » a
2The significance of the difference between means obtained from correlated
groups (two criteria of classifications) (Garrett, 1961).
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TABLE 1.—Summary Table of F Values Found by a
Two Criteria Analysis of Variance Design

(Symbols)

Groups of
organisms
1

Araneae

Criteria

(—) = Non-significant
(-)-) = Significant

0.01 Level of
significance

Dates

0.05 Level of
significance
+

Plots
Pseudoscorpionidae

Dates
Plots

Acarina

Dates
Plots

Goleoptera

Dates

+
+

Plots
01 Goleoptera

Dates

+

Plots
t Myriapoda

+

Dates

+

Plots

+
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TABLE 2.—Level of Significance of "t" Ratio Entries Are In
Terms of Numbers of Collecting Dates and Sampling Plots.

The Points 0.10 and 0.02 Levels of Probability Were
Used Because the Interpretation Required a
"Two-Tailed" Analysis

Groups of
organisms

Araneae

Criteria

0.10 Level of
■ significance

Dates

All +

0.02 Level of
significance

All

Plots
Pseudoscorpionidae

Dates
AI1 +

3+

7+

5+

All +

A11 +

8+

8+

Dates

All-f

All +

Plots

A11 +

Plots
Acarina

Dates
Plots

Collembola

Dates
Plots

Coleptera

Myriapoda

Dates

2+

Plots

3+
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TABLE 2-a.—Results of "t" Test Showing Those Collecting
i Dates and Sampling Plots Which Were Significantly Different
From All Other Collecting Dates and Sampling Plots
for Each Group of Arthropod Collected

ARANEAE
1 All collecting dates were significantly different.
1

-i None of the sampling plots were significantly different.

wT'

PSEUDOSCORPIONIDAE
None of the collecting dates were significantly different.
All sampling plots were significantly different.
'

ACARINA
i Significant differences were noted between the collecting dates;
January, April, August, September, October, and November,
July, November, October, and November.
All sampling plots were significantly different.
COLLEMBOLA
■ i Significant differences were noted between the collecting dates;
December, March, and June.
January, March, June, and July.
February, March, and June.
March, May, July, August, September, October, and November.
April and June.
May and June.
June, July, August, September, October, and November.
July and August.
5 None of the sampling plots showed significant differences.
COLEOPTERA
All collecting dates showed significant differences.
All sampling plots showed significant differences.
-I
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TABLE 2-a.—Continued
MYRIAPODA

Significant differences were noted between the collecting dates;
December, July, and November.
February, July, and November.
April and July.
May and July.
July and September.
Significant differences were noted between the sampling plots;
Plots III and IV.
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PART IV
DISCUSSION OF SIGNIFICANCE OF DATA
) Quantitative Results

The importance of utilizing sampling plots and collecting dates
;£ as the criteria for illustrating the significance of the variance of
I arthropods collected is shown in Table 1. The analysis of these data
suggests that each group of arthropods be treated separately. For
example, in Araneae, collecting dates were significantly different at
the 0.05 level, whereas in Acarina, collecting dates were significantly
different at the 0.01 level and sampling plots were significantly
different at the 0.05 level. Treating each group of arthropods
separately, one can see that population density of each major group
is dependent on its own set of variables. Once the main influencing
factors have been established, one must analyze the data comprising
I the sets of variables. In other words, one must determine which
v variable or groups of variables influence arthropod distribution in a
y given area and to what degree these factors influence distribution.
The Student "t" test was employed to determine which groups of
arthropods were influenced significantly by collecting dates and by
variations in the sampling plots. Table 2 shows these results and at
what time during the collecting period the groups were most
influenced.
In the major group, Araneae, it appears that only collecting dates
were significantly different at the 0.05 level (Table 1). This variance
in population density is related to those variables associated with
collecting dates. Analysis of the plot data proved to be non-significant at the 0.05 level. This leads one to believe that the sampling
plots, even though having different exposures, are similar so that
spiders as a major group are not significantly affected by microclimatic differences appearing in the sampling area. Differences in
numbers collected at different dates must be dependent upon those
variables from one collecting date to another and/or upon physiological tolerances not shown in this study.
Examination of the data reveals that a larger number of specimens
was taken during months of relatively low litter and surface temperature recordings, whereas an increase in temperature resulted in fewer
specimens taken. Further examination of the data shows that during
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the months of low temperature recordings, litter moisture content
was usually greater than during those months having higher temperature readings. One might suspect a direct correlation between
temperature and litter moisture content; however, comparison of
surface temperatures and litter moisture contents suggested that
temperature was not the dominant factor in controlling moisture
content in the litter. Examination of the litter samples showed
differences in composition which may have been a more important
factor than temperature in holding moisture in the litter.
Pseudoscorpions are usually collected in habitats similar to those
occupied by spiders. A total of 163 pseudoscorpions was taken
during the sampling period. Analysis of the data shows that sampling plots were significantly different at the 0.01 level, whereas
collecting dates were not significantly different at the 0.05 level, thus
contrasting with the results found in Araneae. Examination of the
data recorded during the collecting period shows that surface and
litter temperatures were quite similar in the four sampling plots. The
data reveal a significant difference in the litter moisture content
between the sampling plots. Litter moisture content appears to be
the major factor influencing population density in the family
Pseudoscorpionidae.
The Acarina was the most abundant arthropod group taken
during the sampling period, constituting 82 per cent of the total
arthropods taken. Analysis of the data shows that collecting dates
were significantly different at the 0.01 level and sampling plots were
significantly different at the 0.05 level (Table 1). Student "t" test
results show that seven collecting dates were significantly different
from each other at the 0.10 level with five others being significantly
different at the 0.02 level (Table 2). Significant differences at the
0.02 level exist between January and the collecting dates, August,
September, October, and November (Table 2). Examination of
the data reveals approximately the same litter moisture content
throughout' these collecting dates, whereas litter temperatures were
higher during August, September, October, and November than in
January. The mean litter temperature at fifteen centimeters below
the surface recorded for the four sampling plots during January was
3.05 degrees Centigrade; the mean temperature at the same level
during August, September, October, and November was 12.5 degrees
Centigrade. The total Acarina taken from the four sampling plots
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during January was 8389 individuals compared with a mean of 1315
]•' specimens for August, September, October, and November. In this
particular case litter temperature appears to be a determining factor
li in controlling the numerical density of Acarina.
.
Sampling plots were also significantly different in Acarina at the
J 0.05 level and showed significant differences at the 0.02 level. Examination of the data reveals that litter moisture content is more
•t variable between sampling plots than are litter temperatures and
I surface temperatures. To point out one specific example of the
. variation shown in litter moisture content, during the month of
July, Plot I litter showed a moisture content of 58 percent, Plot II
showed a litter moisture of 58 percent, Plot III showed a litter
moisture content of 34 percent, and Plot IV showed a litter moisture
i content of 41 percent. Assuming litter temperatures and surface
i temperatures to have been constant in this case, it appears that the
, variations shown in fitter moisture content were important factors in
determining population density during July.
ICollembola represented the second largest group of arthropods
collected and occurred in each sample of fitter taken. A total of
6 9876 collembolans was taken, representing 15 per cent of the total
oa collections. Collecting dates were significantly different at the 0.01
I level and "t" test results showed nine of these dates significantly
different at the 0.10 level (Tables 1 and 2). Sampling plots were not
significantly different at the 0.05 level (Table 1).
Entomobryidae represented approximately 80 percent of the total
Collembola, and Symthuridae represented approximately 15 percent.
A significant difference in numbers taken was noted between March
and April. The surface mean temperature at the March sampling
date was 10.8 degrees Centigrade compared to a surface mean
temperature at the April sampling date of 0.35 degrees Centigrade.
' Comparing these temperatures with mean temperatures at 15 centimeters below the surface during the same periods, one finds that the
surface temperatures were more varied. Examination of the data
reveals that fitter moisture content increased from a mean percentage of 65 per cent in March to a mean percentage of 75 per cent
in April. Examination of the data for other collecting dates shows a
similar trend. The number of Collembola taken in each sample is
correlated with surface temperature and fitter moisture content. At
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15 centimeters below surface, the temperature remained somewhat
constant whereas surface temperatures varied considerably, coinciding with a variation in litter moisture content.
Goleoptera was also represented in each sample taken. A total of
358 beetles was collected, representing less than one per cent of the
total arthropod population. Collecting dates were significantly different at the 0.01 level and sampling plots were significantly different at the 0.05 level, with all collecting dates being significantly
different at the 0.02 level and all sampling plots being significantly
different at the 0.10 level (Tables 1 and 2). Goleoptera was the
only group of arthropods taken which was significantly influenced
by all collecting dates and all sampling plots. Apparently these insects were more sensitive to environmental changes than were the
other groups of arthropods collected during this investigation. With
one exception the number of Goleoptera taken in each sample was
somewhat constant. The sample taken in March from Plot III
showed a larger number of beetles than did any other sample; however, examination of the data does not reveal any single factor accounting for this sharp increase in numbers.
Millipedes and centipedes were represented in most of the
samples. These groups comprising the Myriapoda constituted less
than one percent of the total population. Analysis of the variances
showed collecting dates and sampling plots significantly different
at the 0.01 level; however, results of the "t" test showed only two
collecting dates and three sampling plots to be significantly different
at the 0.10 level (Tables 1 and 2). Examination of the data shows
a sharp decrease in litter moisture content from June to August
which may account for the greater number of Myriapoda collected
during the two dates, June and July.
The data revealed greater microclimatic variations within the
sampling plots than between sampling plots. Each of the plots
represented a separate habitat to some of the major groups of
arthropods collected, whereas the entire heath bald represented one
habitat to other groups of arthropods. For example, the distribution
of Araneae was dependent mainly upon macroclimatic conditions
within the heath bald, whereas distribution of pseudoscorpions was
dependent upon variations of the microclimate within the separate
sampling plots.
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PART V
SUMMARY

Brushy Mountain heath bald, located at Brushy Mountain, Sevier
County, Tennessee, was chosen as the study area. The objective of
the study was to examine sample microclimate plots in the area over
a period of one year and to collect litter-borne arthropods from these
plots. The areas selected in this study offered ideal habitats for comparing populations within a somewhat isolated community. The
heath bald community had characteristics which were similar
throughout the bald, constituting the macroclimate, with well defined variables of lesser degrees constituting the microclimate.
Litter samples were collected monthly from four selected areas
within the heath bald. The litter samples were separated in Berlese
funnels and quantitative and qualitative analyses were made of the
fauna taken. Air temperatures, litter temperatures, soil moistures,
relative humidities, pH of soil and litter moisture contents were
recorded as accurately as possible and were correlated in tabular form
with the faunal population data.
The data accumulated were tested statistically by an analysis of
variance of population counts-two criteria design, to determine the
effects of the collective elements of the microclimate upon arthropod
distribution. An analysis of the data collected during the investigation showed significant variances between collecting dates and between sampling plots for each group of arthropod. It is assumed
that these variances were due to the microclimatic variables which
determined the sampling plot differences within the data collecting
area.
The annual precipitation is approximately the same throughout
the bald (Whittaker, 1956); however, examination of the sampling
plot data revealed significant differences in moisture content in the
litter taken from the four sampling areas. Differences in wind currents, floral coverage, litter composition, and drainage slopes would
account for most of the variations in litter moisture content found in
different sampling plots. Assuming that litter moisture content was
an important factor influencing the distribution of arthropods, one
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would surmise that each group of arthropod has its own tolerances
to moisture variations and one would suppose that these tolerances
would be more significant at the species level.
The analysis of the data reveal that the microenvironment of
heath bald litter is a complexity of physical and biological factors
which influence not only the population density, but also the species
composition of the populations. In attempting to explain arthropod
distribution within a given area or habitat, one must consider each
group separately, as well as the variables within their respective
microclimates. Each group of arthropod has its own optimal environmental conditions affecting its distributional pattern, requiring
the investigator to examine each of the influencing factors separately
but integrating them in terms of a functioning hypothesis to explain
their part contribution to the habitat concept. This indicates the
necessity of future study to decipher the relative contributions of each
of the recognizable variables of microclimate for a defined habitatexample sample plot as in this study. A better understanding of how
the environmental factors influence population distribution may
be obtained by statistically treating the integrated variables of the
abiotic and biotic environment. A multiple R (correlation) would
seem appropriate for such an analysis.
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BIOLOGY:
Plant ecology

TWO STUDIES OF PLANT SUCCESSION IN
ROCKINGHAM COUNTY, VIRGINIA1
D. Gordon Leisch and John D. Collins
Graduate Students

Every plant community is more or less constantly changing.
Changes are brought about primarily by environmental forces such
as competition for sunlight, minerals, and moisture. As the components of a plant community mature, they affect that environment
so that it becomes more favorable to other plant invaders. This
systematic change is called succession.
The two primary plant successions that constitute the subject of
these studies are the hydrarch [Aydr-'water'T-arcA 'beginning']
succession and the xerarch [xer-Ary'] succession. The hydrarch succession begins in open water and extends shoreward, with each
succeeding invasion of plant life preparing an environment suitable
to other species (Fig. 1). The xerarch succession begins on bare
rock or earth and exhibits, in the early stages, a progression quite
unlike the hydrarch (Fig. 4). Over a long period of time, however,
the hydric environment will become drier whereas the xeric habitat
will gain in moisture content. The invading plants of both habitats
tend to lessen the two opposite extremes so that eventually the two
successions may merge and have identical late stages of development
(page 70), provided they originate in the same climatic region.

iDr. James F. Ferry, Professor of Biology at Madison College, directed and
assisted Mr. Leisch and Mr. Collins in mapping and describing the ecological
successions detailed in these studies.
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THE HYDRARGH SUCCESSION

A suitable locale for the study of a hydrarch succession was found
at Silver Lake, an artificial lake constructed near Dayton, Virginia,
over lO'O years ago, and thus in existence long enough to enable the
plant life to become more or less stabilized. The only serious interruption to the plant life of this lake occurred during the Civil
War, when the dam and a mill were burned.
In 1928, this lake, then called Mill Pond, covered fifteen acres.
The spring flow was calculated at 3000-4000 gallons per minute or
five million gallons per day (Collins, 1929). In 1936 the lake had
a free CO2 content of fifteen parts per million and a pH of 7.4
(Gady, 1936). In 1952 Silver Lake was an eleven-acre body of
water {Virginia Wildlife, 1952), a size slightly larger than when
this study was undertaken. On July 10, 1963, the water temperature
was 800-84oF., the free COo concentration 10 ppm, the O, content
2 to 3 ppm, and the pH 8.4.
Submerged Stage:
Approximately 74 per cent of the lake bottom is covered with
submerged vegetation (Fig. 2). The depth is approximately fourteen
feet in the spring channel, gradually tapering to the shoreline. About
4/2 feet of mud have accumulated on the southwest portion of the
lake.
The lake bottom vegetation is composed mainly of:
1. Alga {Chara canescenes), also called Stonewort, Phylum
Chlorophyta. It is a green alga, reproducing by cell division,
spores, and fragmentation, and is commonly found in ponds
and springs of high lime content.
2. Elodea canadensis, commonly called Waterweed, family Hydrocharitaceae. It is a flowering green plant, with three sepals
barely united at the base, and is found at all levels in the lake. It reproduces by seeds and fragmentation.
Vegetative reproduction is highly developed in aquatic habitats;
seeds play a lesser role except in the establishment of species.
Preserved specimens of all plants listed are on file in the Madison College
herbarium.
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Aquatic habitats may differ in various ways but all agree in
containing an abundance of available water. Root systems are
much reduced both in length and amount of branching. Root hairs
are absent in the water though they may be present to some degree
where roots extend into the mud below. Leaves often equal or
surpass roots as absorbing organs of CL. Roots of submerged plants
are usually thin and finely dissected. Air spaces often exceed the
tissue in actual volume. Stomata are absent on submerged leaves
and are present only on the upper surfaces of floating leaves. Such
stomata have slightly cutinized walls. Protective features are few or
absent. Cutin and cork are rarely developed below the surface of the
water, and cell sap has a low osmotic value. Conducting and
mechanical tissues are greatly reduced. Absorption is rapid and,
below the surface, transpiration is absent.
The submerged habitat builds up a continuous, tangled growth
of vegetation each year and an accumulation of eroded material is
deposited around the roots of submerged plants. Accumulation of
decomposed organisms cements the muck and makes it firmer. Thus
the habitat is rendered less suitable for the submerged-floating species
by building up the floor and making it accessible to invaders of the
next stage.
Floating Stage:
Composed of the tips of Elodea and Duckweed (Lemna perpusilla), the latter 2-3 mm. long, 3-nerved fronds, cordate seed,
green stemless plant, free floating. These plants occupied various
areas in the lake, so that the characteristics for the entire lake would
apply to them (Fig. 2).
The floating stage acts to its own disadvantage by the:
1. accumulation of debris and the building up of substrata;
2. decreasing of light to the submerged parts;
3. slowing down of water currents.
As the water becomes shallower, this habitat is rendered unsuitable
for the floating stage and invaders appear. The lake was slightly more
than 35 per cent covered by floating plants as of July 1963.
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3 Reed Swamp Stage (Fig. 3):
I
i
(i
ill
i
at

Almost 9 per cent of the entire lake area is covered by this stage.
The water here is 0-13 inches deep, with 1-54 inches of accumulated
muck. The temperature range of the water was 80o-84oF., pH 8.4,
oxygen content 2-3 ppm, and-free CCT 10 ppm. The muck layer had
the following features; Temperature 680F., free COo 5 ppm,
oxygen content 6 ppm, pH 6.5, and was composed of 35.7 per cent
solid particles by weight.

The vegetation in this stage consisted almost entirely of Cattails,
' i {Typha latifolia), family Typhaceae, having erect, simple, jointless
| stems, terminating with cylindrical dark brown spikes, 8-15 cm. long
I by 2-5 cm. in diameter. About 4.77 per cent of the lake is composed
of this one species.

■
.1
x
n
II
|

The structural features of swamp plants are reduced root systems
and numerous air chambers, but in general they are less aquatic and
have more resemblance to mesophytes. Roots of swamp plants are
frequently horizontal, rather than descending. Rhizomes are greatly
developed and there is an abundance of chlorophyll-bearing organs,
both stems and leaves. The plants of this stage have greater developed
mechanical tissues, and more shade is produced as the accumulation
of vegetation shades out the sunlight.

As water becomes more shallow in the reed swamp habitat and
a sedimentation continues with an accumulation of plant remains, the
x habitat becomes less suitable for this particular stage. Thus the stage
s is set for the next succession (Oosting, 1948).
Sedge Meadow Stage (Fig. 3):
About 4 per cent of the lake proper was in this stage. This figure
? is far too small in actuality, because man has interfered by mowing
■I frequently, building roads along the edge, and filling in sunken
ground.
The vegetation was composed chiefly of:
1. Sedge {Carex comosa), family Cyperaceae, and Sedge {Carex
molesta), also family Cyperaceae. Both are perennial grass-like
herbs with triangular culms.
2. Spike-Rush [Eleocharis sp?), family Cyperaceae. This species
is also a perennial grass-like herb, with tufted culms sheathed
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at the base. The perianth is usually rough or barbed downward.
Like the other Cyperaceae, it reproduces mainly from creeping
rootstocks or rhizomes.
3. Rush {Juncus effusus), family Juncaceae. A grass-like herb
with dense tussocks from which form stout rhizomes.
4. Saw Grass [Cladium mariscoides), or Twig Rush, family
Cyperaceae. A perennial, with obscurely triangular spikelets
clustered in heads 3-10 together on a few peduncles.
There are a number of other plants found here which were termed
hydrophytic herbs:
1. Touch-Me-Not (Impatiens sp?), family Balsaminaceae. Simple
leaves, irregular flowers, spurred calyx.
2. Rich Weed {Pilea fontana), family Urticaceae. A stingless
nettle, flowers monecious or dioecious, united stiples.
3. Catnip [Nepeta cataria), family Labiatae. A perennial herb,
corolla whitish, dotted with purple, heart-shaped leaves.
4. Blue Verbena {Verbena hastata), family Verbenaceae. Flowers
are a violet-blue, leaves oblong-lanceolate, cut-serrate.
5. Boneset [Eupatorium perjoliatum), family Compositae.
hairy herb, leaves lanceolate, united at the base.

A

6. Indian Hemp {Apocynum cannabinum), family Apocynaceae.
Pale green, flower erect, leaves ovate-oblong.
7. Milkweed {Asclepias syriaca), family Asclepiadaceae. It has
a tall, stout stem, usually pale opposite leaves, lance-oblong to
oval.
8. Swamp Milkweed {Asclepias incarnata), family Asclepiadaceae. The flowers are rose-purple, stem leafy, smooth.
9. Joe-Pye Weed {Eupatorium purpureum), family Compositae.
A tall weed, leaves usually 3-6 in a whorl, flowers pale pink to
whitish.
Between the swamp meadow stage and the woodland stage there
were a few plants that were termed hydro-mesophytic:
1. Small Ragweed {Ambrosia artemisiifolia), family Compositae.
Leafy stems, inconspicuous greenish flowers, annuals.
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2. Wild Garlic {Allium canadense), family Liliaceae. Bulb coat
fibrous, strong-scented pungent herb.
3. White Sweetclover {Melilotus alba), family Leguminosae. j
Leaflets ovate to oblong, white corolla, tall.
4. Smart Weed (Persic aria persicaria), family Polygonaceae. >
Leaves lanceolate, smooth, annual.
5. Wild Lettuce {Lactuca canadensis), family Compositae. Tall, tl
leafy, pale, borders rich damp soil.
6. Curly Dock {Rumex crispus), family Polygonaceae. Leaves
have wavy margins, about one meter tall.
7. Catch Fly {Silene latifolia), family Caryophyllaceae.
toothed calyx, leaves opposite and lanceolate.

Fine-

In the mesic habitat there is usually prominent development of
diagonal and vertical roots with abundant root hairs. The foliage |
reaches maximum development and leaves are broader and generally
thinner. The thin, transparent epidermis and abundance of chlorophyll often cause the leaves to appear dark green. Stomata usually
occur on both surfaces of the leaves. The guard cells have an increased capacity for movement and cutinization is usually moderate.
There is frequently vigorous transpiration.
Certain species of shrubs and trees appear in the drier soil and
increased shade of the woodland community. Those shrubs and
trees, such as Sycamore and Black Willow, that can tolerate low
Oo availability and extremely moist soil around their roots are the
pioneers. These woody plants react upon the habitat by producing
shade, lowering the water table, further building up the soil, and
by increasing transpiration. Thus the stage is set for the advent of
the climax forest.
Shrub Woodland Stage:
Because of agricultural interference, it was necessary to move to a
wooded area one mile east of Wilson Hall, Madison Campus, to
continue the succession study.
(See the Xerarch Succession,
infra.)
The main plants of the moister portion were divided into three
levels: the canopy, the shrub substratum, and the floor covering.
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The drier portion also contains these three levels.
Canopy or top stratum:
1. Black Willow (Salix nigra), family Salicaceae. Leaves 3 to 6
inches long, y2 inch wide, shaggy tree, deep flat ridges in bark.
2. Sycamore {Platanus occidentalis), family Plantanaceae. Leaves
simple, incised, alternate, bark flakes off, ball-shaped fruit.
3. Tree of Heaven {Ailanthus altissima), family Simaroubaceae.
Leaves odd-pinnate, unpleasant odor of flowers, rapid growth.
Shrub substratum:
1. Mockernut Hickory saplings (Carya tomentosa), family Juglandaceae. Dark gray bark, 7-9 leaflets, fruit has thick, hard
husk.
2. Flowering Dogwood {Cornus florida), family Cornaceae.
Leaves are opposite, ovate, fruit is bright scarlet, berry-like,
crooked trunk.
Floor covering:
1. Poison Ivy (Rhus radicans), family Anacardiaceae. Suberect
plant, leaves pinnate, 3 leaflets, poisonous to touch.
2. Japanese Honeysuckle [Lonicera japonica), family Caprifoliaceae. A trailing shrub, pubescent, corolla white or yellow.
3. Thimble Weed [Anemone virginiana), family Ranunculaceae.
A perennial herb, involucral leaves.
4. Ebony Spleenwort [Asplenium platyneuron), family Polypodiaceae. Broadly lanceolate fern, proliferous.
5. Hay-scented Fern [Dennstaedtia punctilobula), family Polypodiaceae. A hairy fern, pale green, very delicate.
I Drier woodland canopy;
1. Chestnut Oak [Quercus prinus), family Fagaceae.
simple, alternate, oblong, scalloped on the margin.
2. Mockernut Hickory (see above).
3. Red Maple [Acer rubrum), family Aceraceae.

Leaves
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Shrub substratum:

1. Sassafras {Sassafras albidium), family Lauraceae. An aromatic i
tree, leaves are widely varied in lobing, red-brown bark, with
bright green twigs.
2. Flowering Dogwood (see above).
Climax Stage (See Fig. 1):
Climax canopy:

n:
1. Chestnut Oak, mature in this stage, 60-100 feet in height (sec Ifc:
3
above).

2. Mockernut Hickory, mature in this stage, 60-80 feet in height. 51
(see above).
3. Sugar Maple (Acer MccWwrn), family Aceraceae. Light gray ■
bark, leaves 3 to 5 lobed, up to 100 feet in height.
4. Red Maple {Acer rubrum), family Aceraceac. Smooth light!
gray bark on stems, darker trunk, leaves 3 to 5 lobed, with t
reddish twigs. A medium-sized tree.
Climax substratum:
1. Black Oak {Quercus velutina), family Fagaceae. Leaves alternate, simple, 5 to 10 inches long, shiny on upper surface;:
black bark.
2. Redbud {Cercis canadensis), family Leguminosae. Leaves alternate, heart-shaped, glossy green; bark red-brown.
3. Flowering Dogwood, the most prominent member (see above)
Climax floor:

T

1. Haircap Moss {Polytrichum commune), phylum Bryophyta (in ,
open).
2. Reindeer Lichen {Cladonia rangiferina) (in open).
3. Spotted Pipsissewa {Chimaphila maculata), family Ericaceae.
Leaves lanceolate, upper surface variegated with white. Stem
2-4 inches high (in shade).

ili
4. Green Pipsissewa {Chimaphila umbellata), family Ericaceaelc
Leaves not spotted, sharply serrate, lanceolate (in shade).
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5. Rattlesnake Plantain {Goodyera pubescens), family Orchidaceae. Leaves basal, dark green, veined with white, creeping
rootstock (in shade).
The present conditions favor the development of Chestnut Oak
. {Quercus prinus) and Mockernut Hickory {'Garya tomentosa).
Both thrive in mountain terrain which is dry, with well-drained,
■gravelly, and rocky soils. There are a few other trees, mainly Pignut
Hickory {Carya glabra) and Red Oak {Quercus rubra), scattered
throughout this Oak-Hickory association. A subordinate shrub
stratum is also present which occupies the shady area under the
larger forest trees. This is composed mainly of Flowering Dogwood
{Cornus florida) with a few scattered Redbud (Cercis canadensis)
con the lower edges.
When the habitat becomes as mesic as possible under the existing
climatic conditions, the dominant species of the climax association
[qappear and in time gain control of the environment. The climax of
the wooded area studied is, under present conditions, an Oafc
ilHickory association.
The dominant species of the climax association control environaimental factors, such as light, space, and moisture, so that they make
'Jdifficult the invasion of other species.
It should be pointed out that each sere studied had its indicator
3<species. For the submerged stage it was Chara, an alga which
covered approximately 74 per cent of the bottom of Silver Lake. In
the reed swamp stage, the Cattail, Typha, was the dominant species
vindicating the swamp succession. At the sedge meadow stage the
.cdomination of a single species was not obvious, although Eleocharis
■was most prominent. In the more moist shrub woodland transition
cstage, Sycamore and Black Willow dominate the upper canopy,
whereas Dogwood and Sassafras dominate the lower level, and
r Honeysuckle indicates the increased moisture and reduced light of
3 the sere floor.
Thus the Oak-Hickory association becomes dominant in this
particular climax when the habitat becomes as mesic as possible
nunder the existing climatic conditions.
In time, if undisturbed, the hilly area will undergo the most development that can be achieved under the prevailing climatic conditions, namely, the Maple-Beech-Hemlock climax.
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THE XERARGH SUCCESSION

The xerarch study was begun on bare rock at the lower (north)
end of an abandoned field one mile east of Madison College in
Rockingham County, Virginia. This site was selected because the
field, out of cultivation for over thirty years, was comparatively free
from encroachments that would have disturbed the natural development of the ecological succession. From the bare rock the succession
progressed through the following stages: Crustose-lichen, Folioselichen, Fruticose-lichen and Moss, Herbaceous, Shrub, Woodland,
and Climax Forest (Figs. 1 and 4).
Environmental conditions were evaluated: the relative humidity
was determined with a psychrometer; light readings were made at
ground level with a Keystone photometer; a Hellige-Truog reaction
pH tester was used to measure soil acidity; total moisture content of
soil was determined by weight. Soil samples were also classified
as to color and texture.
It was apparent that over the years such factors as increased
humus, moisture availability, light, temperature, pH, and humidity, ,
have caused a parade of passing species. If undisturbed, these factors
will no doubt affect each habitat so that it will become less favorable
for present plants and more favorable for succeeding species until,
under existing climatic conditions, the Oak-Hickory climax for the
entire area is established.
Plant populations in each stage, over a period of time, bring on
changes which make conditions less fit for their own continuation.
That a xerarch succession and a hydrarch succession beginning in the
same climatic area may end in a similar mesophytic community, is a
well-known fact (Oosting, 1948) and as these studies show.
Crustose-lichen Stage:
The extreme deficiency of water and nutrients and the great
temperature spread limit this environment to a particular type of
plant life, the lichen. Airborne spores or fragments (soredia) landing upon bare rock begin this first stage of the xerarch succession.
Community living in its most primitive form is exhibited in this
stage. The crust-like fungus lives mutually with a terrestrial alga.
The alga produces the carbohydrates, and the fungus provides moisture, dust (minerals), and protection from prolonged drought.
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Two types of Crustose-lichens were observed:
1. Black crusty (Placodium sp?)
2. Rusty crusty (Leconora sp?)

The formation of carbonic acid, due to the presence of the lichens,
helps corrode and decompose the rock. Upon the formation of a
minute amount of soil, either by weathering or decomposition, a new
type of invader appears.
Foliose-lichen Stage:
As soon as a little soil accumulates on weathered portions of the
rock, foliose lichens will appear. Their leaf-like thalli will eventually
shadow the crustose forms, thus cutting off their light source, which
they need for survival (photosynthesis by the algae).
The foliose invaders are able to absorb greater quantities of water,
reduce evaporation, and collect more dust particles.
The Foliose-lichens collected were:
1. Parmelia conspersa
2. Umbilicaria pustulata
The secretions of acids and the effect of weather are constantly
"eating" farther into the rocks. More humus is accumulated which
allows a new type of invader to appear.
The Field or Fruticose-lichens found were:
1. British Soldiers {Cladonia cristatella)
2. Brown Lichen {Cladonia pyxidata)—most prevalent
3. Reindeer Lichen {Cladonia rangiferina)
4. Green-horned Lichen {Cladonia fmbriata)
These four lichens overlap into the next stage.
Moss Stage:
Xerophytic mosses begin to appear as the soil accumulates. They
usually invade a new area by spores, but soon their rhizoids are in
direct competition with the lichens for water and nutrients.
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Those mosses collected were:
1. Haircap Moss {Polytrichum juniperinum)
2. Common Haircap Moss {Polytrichum commune)
Soil rapidly accumulates around the erect parts of the plants and
under the moss, and the substratum continues to build up. This added
humus from decaying plants holds more moisture which allows other
r invaders to compete for this habitat.
d Herbaceous Stage:
As evaporation and temperature extremes are decreased by the
presence of mosses and lichens, the humidity increases, which gradually leads to a less xeric condition (Oosting, 1948). This gives the
r seeds of biennials and perennials an opportunity to germinate.
Those plants collected are divided into two areas:
■' Floor:
1. Dewberry (Rubus trivialis), family Rosaceae. Found generally
throughout the entire field. Trailing plant, with hard curved
prickles, five leaflets, coarsely toothed.
2. Honeysuckle (Lonicera japonica), family Caprifoliaceae. A
trailing pubescent shrub, invading the field from the south
swale above and along all boarders of the field.
3. Poison Ivy (Rhus radicans), family Anacardiaceae. A woody
shrub or vine, leaves alternate, compound, three leaflets on a
petiole. Widely scattered over entire field.
4. Virginia Creeper {Parthenocissus quinquefolia), family Vitaceae. Scattered sparsely over entire field. A climbing vine with
five leaflets, coarsely serrated.
5. Morning-Glory {Convolvulus septum), family Convolvulaceae.
Scattered sparsely on northern lower edge of the field. Long
trailing stems, slender and weak, flowers wide-lipped funnels.
sj Field Vegetation:
1. Poverty-Grass {Danthonia spicata), family Gramineae. Abundantly scattered over entire north slope. Height to 2^ feet,
flowering stems round.
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2. Mullein {Verbascum thapsus), family Scrophulariaceae. Scattered widely over north slope. Stem is tall and stout with oblong acute pubescent leaves, terminating in a cylindrical spike
with yellow flowers.
3. Black-eyed Susan [Rudbeckia hirta), family Compositae.
Widely scattered over the lower half (north) of the slope.
Simple stem, bearing a single large head with 20 to 40 yellow
ray flowers encircling a central cluster of dark brown disc
flowers.
4. Virginia Beard Grass {Andropogon virginicus), family Gramineae. Appears on the south facing slope of this field. Loose
clumps about one meter high; prefers dry open soil.
5. Ox-eye Daisy {Chrysanthemum leucanthemum), family Compositae. Widely scattered over lower north slope. Stem erect,
about 5/2 to 1 meter high, terminating in many flowered heads.
6. Dog Fennel {Anthemis cotula), family Compositae. Widely
scattered over field, an annual, simple branched, ill-scented
plant with ray flowers.
7. Golden Rod {Solidago canadensis), family Compositae. Plentiful throughout the field. Leaves numerous, lanceolate, sharpserrate, yellowish green phyllaries three or four in series.
8. Queen Anne's Lace (Daucus carota), family Umbelliferae.
Widely scattered over entire field. A biennial, bristly stem about
1 meter high with flowers flattened dorsally.
9. Dock {Rurnex crispus), family Polygonaceae. Scarce in this
field. An herb with soft hollow stem about % t0 1 meter high.
10. Rabbit-foot Glover (Trifolium arvense), family Leguminosae.
Widely scattered on the north slope only. A pubescent branching annual, leaves all alternate.
11. Yarrow {Achillea millejolium), family Compositae. A perennial herb, widely scattered in this field, about /a meter high,
corymb fiattish topped.
12. Flowering Spurge {Euphorbia corollata), family Euphorbiaceae. Abundantly scattered, perfect flowers in small cymules,
whitish in color. About 2 to 4 decimeters high.
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13. Spotted Centaurae (Centaurea maculosa), family Compositae.
Abundantly scattered over entire field. Biennial, slender
branched wiry stems, /a to 1 meter high, corollas roseate or
purplish.
With the continual accumulation of humus from decaying vegetaJ tion and continued process of rock disintegration by root action and
n weathering, the soil is able to support larger and more dense plant
life. This, in turn, reduces light, retains more moisture, and provides
i; the opportunity for invaders to appear.
| Shrub Stage:
In this abandoned field most of the shrubs have invaded from the
;; adjacent woodland that stands just southeast of the field. Thickets
of shrubs are in the process of forming (see Fig. 5) and with the
increasing leafy shoots and greater rooting systems, the Herbaceous
Stage will be so modified that in time growth of the latter stage will
be almost impossible.
The shrub invasion consisted of:
1. Smooth Sumac [Rhus glabra), family Anacardiaceae. Scattered clusters, abundant throughout this field. About 1 to 3
meters high. Leaves bipinnate, inflorescense terminal.
2. Black Locust [Robinia pseudo-acacia), family Leguminosae.
In slight depressions, widely scattered over the slope. A tree
type shrub up to 25 feet high.
3. Black Cherry {Prunus serotina), family Rosaceae. In slight
depressions usually mixed in with the Locust. A tree with dark
bark, branches reddish-brown, leaves dark green and lustrous.
4. Juniper (Juniperus virginiana), family Pinaceae. An evergreen tree, found in several places, columnar or spire-like, while
young. Erroneously called Red Cedar.
As the massive network of roots from these shrubs fill the soil,
| rocks continue to be broken and split apart, increasing the available
ij minerals to the plants. Debris continues to build up the surface
n stratum, which helps to hold moisture. Wind currents are retarded,
humidity rises, and shade increases; all of which forms an ideal
nursery for germinating seeds of the bordering shrub woods to the
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south and east. At one particular area 165 feet south from the
northeast corner marker and extending south an additional 100 feet,
there is an invasion of hundreds of Hickory and Oak seedlings.
Plants found growing under xeric conditions exhibit a number of
physiological similarities. The roots are strongly developed, root hairs
are abundant, palisade tissue in leaves is well developed. There is a
reduction in the size of all cells, epidermis is thick, and many of the
xerophytes are succulents containing latex, oils, and resins. Seed is
the favored means of reproduction under xeric conditions.
For a continuation of this study see the report on the Hydrarch
Succession, beginning with the Shrub Woodland Stage, (page 66),
where both successions merge and continue as an identical succession
to the Climax Forest.
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TEACHER EDUCATION:
Child Guidance

AN EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTS OF
PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL MATURITY
UPON ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT IN
GRADES ONE THROUGH SEVEN1
Emily Reid, Honors Graduate

This study was undertaken to determine whether certain personality traits are common characteristics of gifted students, average
students, and slow students; to determine whether a particular level
of social maturity correlates highly with fast learners, average learners, and slow learners; to determine whether certain personality traits
are common to students of high academic achievement in reading,
spelling, or arithmetic; and to determine whether there is a particulai
level of social maturity that correlates highly with high academic
achievement in reading, spelling, and arithmetic.
Literature pertaining to this study indicates a high correlation
between personality and academic achievement; however, no studies
were found dealing with as many detailed aspects as this particular
investigation has undertaken.
The 111 subjects examined were evaluated by the Child Guidance
Center at Madison College. Sixty-one students participating in the
tests attend the Anthony-Seeger Campus School. The remaining
fifty attend schools in areas surrounding Madison College. All students range in grade distribution from the first through the seventh.
Seventeen students represent the first grade; fourteen, the second,
fifteen, the third; ten, the sixth; and twenty-four, the seventh. They
IXhe original study was conducted by Miss Reid as an Honors Thesis under
the supervision of Willis B. Knight, Director of the Child Guidance Center and
Assistant Professor of Education and Psychology at Madison College (on leave,
1964-1965). The synopsis here presented was prepared by Mr. Knight from
Miss Rcid's more extensive paper.
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range in chronological age from 6 years, one month, to 15 years, 7
months. The examinees were grouped by their level of achievement
in each area tested (reading, spelling, arithmetic) as measured by
the Wide Range Achievement Test. Below average achievement was
defined as performance below the grade level of the examinee, average
achievement as performance at the grade level of the examinee,
above average achievement as performance above the grade level
of the examinee.
TABLE 1.—Number of Examinees Per Levels of
Achievement Per Grade
GRADE

UNDER ACHIEVER
Read Spell Arith Av

ABOVE ACHIEVER

Read Spell Arith Av

Read Spell Arith Av

5
2
8
3
4
6
3

9
5
9
10
4
5
7

7
7
10
8
5
5
15

9
6
5
6
4
4
17

10
10
7
15
5
3
18

8
7
6
7
5
4
17

0
3
0
7
1
?
2

0
2
1
5
1
2
0

49

35

49

57

51

68

54

15

11

CO

8
b
9
11
4
4
/

CO

1
10
2
4
3
5
4
7
5
3
6
3
7
7
Overall
Av 39

AVERAGE ACHIEVER

2
2
0
2
0
1
1

0
2
0
5
0
1
0

A request for the services of the Child Guidance Center usually
originates with the classroom teacher whenever there is need to
determine the intellectual ability, achievement status, emotional
adjustment, and social maturity of the child referred. A teacher who
wishes an evaluation submits a referral sheet to the school principal
indicating the child s name and the reason for requesting an evaluation. The principal, in turn, contacts the Child Guidance Center to
make an appointment for the evaluation. Each evaluation consists
of administering certain tests: the Wide Range Achievement Test
the Wechsle^ Intelligence Scale for Children, the Peabody Picture
Vocabulary Test, the Goodenough Draw-A-Man Test, the California
Test of Personality, and the Vineland Social Maturity Scale.
Nineteen charts were constructed to group the examinees in each
grade by below average, average, and above average I.Q. as revealed
by the Wechsler Intelligence Test, the Peabody Picture Vocabulary
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Test, and the Goodenough Draw-A-Man Test. In these charts are
also found relationships existing among intelligence, social maturity,
academic achievement, and personality.
TABLE 2.—Distribution of Intelligence Quotients
Grade

Below 85

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

85-114

Above 114

1
4
4
8
3
4
3
16
14
4
5
15
9

12
2
8
3
4
1
0

The average level of total personal adjustment for those examinees
achieving below their expected level is higher than the average levels
of total personal adjustment for those examinees achieving at or
above their expected level. The overall averages of total personal
adjustment for the seven grades in the average achievement area arc
48.8 for the under achievers, 39.8 for the average achievers, and
37.3 for the above achievers. (See Table 3.)
TABLE 3.—Average Level of Total Personal Adjustment
Per Level of Achievement Per Grade
GRADE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Overall
Av.

BELOW ACHIEVER
Read
60,5
28,8
52.0
37.1
48.3
46.7
48.6

Spell
58.1
42.5
54.4
36.4
51.3
58.8
48.6

Arith Av
67.0 60.6
45.0 35.0
56.9 54.4
38.0 35.0
43.8 51.3
60.8 57.0
54.0 48.6

46,0 50.0 52.2 48.8

AVERAGE ACHIEVER
Read
52.9
44.3
58.5
33.8
41,0
41.0
38.0

Spell
56.7
53.3
63,0
27.5
36.3
27.5
38.2

Arith Av
48.0 53.8
44.5 34.0
55.7 50.8
34.7 32.1
41.0 35.0
20.0 35.0
37.8 38.2

44.2 43.2 40,2 39.8

ABOVE ACHIEVER
Read
—
73.3
—
29.3
30.0
45.0
40.0

Spell
—
35,0
40.0
34.0
30.0
45.0
—

Arith
80.0
55.0
—
12.5
—
10.0
40.0

Av
70.0
—
32.0
—
10.0
—

43.5 36.8 39.5 37.3

The average levels of total social adjustment are quite similar
for those examinees achieving below, at, or above their expected
level of academic achievement. The overall averages of total social
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Ji adjustment for the seven grades in the average achievement area
,jj were 48.7 for the low, 48.1 for the average, and 50.7 for the high
n achievers. (See Table 4.)
TABLE 4.-—Average Level of Total Social Adjustment
Per Level of Achievement Per Grade
BELOW ACHIEVER
Read
77.8
35.0
42.0
32.9
37.3
56.7
50.0
Overall
Av.

Spell
71.3
44.7
43.3
44.4
43.0
60,0
50,0

Arith Au
77.0 78.7
60.0 34.0
45.0 43.3
38.0 32.0
33.0 43.0
60.0 60.0
40.0 50.0

47,4 51.0 50.4 48.7

AVERAGE ACHIEVER
Read
55.6
55.0
55.7
38.8
40.8
42.0
43.3

Spell
66.3
65.8
67.5
39.2
36.0
32.5
41.2

Arith Av
61.3 57.4
54.3 64.7
58.1 62.8
36.0 42.1
40,8 33.4
26.7 35.0
45.6 41.2

47.3 49.8 46.1 48.1

ABOVE ACHIEVER
Read
—
92.7
_
■
20.0
45.0
25.0

Spell
—
70.0
40.0
28.0
20.0
45.0
—

Arith
84.5
70.0
—
22.5
—
30.0
30.0

Av
—
90.0
32,0
—
30.0
—

43.3 40,6 47.4 50.7

The average levels of overall adjustment are quite similar for
those examinees achieving below, at, or above their expected level.
The averages of overall adjustment for the seven grades in the average achievement area are 48.7 for the under achievers, 44.5 for the
average achievers, and 44.0 for the above achievers. (See Table 5.)
TABLE 5.—Average Level of Overall Adjustment
Per Level of Achievement Per Grade
BELOW ACHIEVER
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Overall
Av.

Read
68.5
27.5
44.0
34.3
45.0
56.7
48.6

Spell
64.4
40.0
47.8
35,5
48.8
60.0
48.6

Arith Av
73.0 69.4
45.0 30.0
50.0 47.8
36.0 34.0
41.3 48.8
63.3 62.0
48.6 48.6

46.4 49.3 50.9 48.7

AVERAGE ACHIEVER
Read
54.3
48.6
57.0
35.0
39.0
42.0
40.0

Spell
61.1
61.7
64.0
30.8
33.8
30.0
39.4

Arith
53.0
50.0
55.7
34.7
39,0
23.3
40.6

Av
44.0
55.7
60.0
33.6
33.0
35.0
39.4

45.1 45.8 42.3 44.5

ABOVE ACHIEVER
Read
—
76.7
30.7
30.0
45.0
35.0

Spell
—
45.0
40.0
32.0
30.0
45.0
—

Arith
85.0
55.0
—
17.5
—
20.0
40.0

Au
—80.0
—
32.0
—
20.0
—

43.5 38.4 43.5 44.0

In order to facilitate an examination of the social maturity ratings of students who were achieving below, at, or above their exapected level of performance, charts were constructed to show the
average level of social maturity (below, average, or above) per level
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of achievement (below, average, or above) per achievement area
(reading, spelling, arithmetic, average). So that a mathematical
average could be reached, the numerical value of 1 was assigned to Ill
represent social maturity ratings below 85, the numerical value of 2
to represent Social maturity ratings between 85 and 114, and thetl
numerical value of 3 to represent social maturity ratings above 114.
With the numerical values of 1, 2, and 3 assigned to corre-■
spending levels of social maturity, the numerical average of the ■
students' levels of social maturity was computed per grade (ones
through seven), per achievement area (reading, spelling, arithmetic,ii
average), and per achievement classification (under, average,;
above).
It is interesting to note that the average levels of social maturityjare quite similar for those examinees achieving below, at, or abover'
their expected level of performance. (See Table 6.) The overall
averages of social maturity for the seven grades in the average^
achievement area were 2.4 for the low achievers, 2.0 for the averages,'
achievers, and 2.1 for the high achievers.
Again, it must be emphasized that whereas there were 49 exami
nees in the under achiever category of average achievement, ther
were only eight examinees in the over achiever category of averagi
achievement.
TABLE 6.—Average Level of Social Maturity
Per Level of Achievement Per Grade
BELOW ACHIEVER
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Overall
Av.

Read
2.2
2.0
2.4
2.7
2.3
2.3
2.3

Spell
2.1
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.3

Arith
2.2
2.5
2.4
2.8
2.5
2.5
2.2

AVERAGE ACHIEVER

Av
2.3
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.5
2.4
2.3

Read
2.1
2.1
2.4
2.3
2.2
2.0
1.4

2.3 2.4 2.4 2.4

2.1

Spell
2.2
2.0
2.4
1.8
2.0
1.8
1.4

Arilh
.2
2.1
2.4
2.4
2.2
1.7
2.0

1.9 2.1

Av
2.0
2.1
2.3
2.0
2.2
2.0
1.5
2.0

ABOVE ACHIEVER
Read Spell Arith
3.0
2.0

3.0

2.1
3.0 3.0
2.0 2.0
2.0

1.0

2.4 2.5

1.8 2.

3.0

2'

1,0
2.0

The data compiled from the test scores showed that the average
levels of social maturity, of total social adjustment, and of overal|
adjustment were quite similar among the below average, avera
and above average.
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The average levels of self-reliance, of anti-social patterns, of personal freedom, of family relations, of school relations, and of community relations for those examinees achieving below or at their
expected level of academic achievement were higher than the average levels of self-reliance, of anti-social patterns, of personal freedom,
of family relations, of school relations, and of community relations
for those examinees achieving above their expected level of academic
5 achievement.
The average levels of personal worth, of social standards, and of
3 social skills for those examinees achieving above their expected level
) of academic achievement were higher than the average levels of
personal worth, of social standards, and of social skills for those examinees achieving below or at their expected level of academic
achievement.
I

The average levels of belonging, of withdrawing tendencies, of
nervous symptoms, and of total personal adjustment were higher
for those examinees achieving below their expected level of acad demic abilities than for those examinees achieving at their expected
| level of academic achievement. The same traits were also higher for
those examinees achieving at their expected level of academic
achievement than for those examinees achieving above their expected level of academic achievement.
The differences in personality traits among the gifted, average,
e and below average student were not found to be significant. According to the results of this study there were no particular levels of
social maturity that correlated highly with fast learners, average
a! learners, and slow learners. The differences in personality traits
among high academic achievement in reading, spelling, and arithmetic were insignificant. There were no particular levels of social
maturity that correlated highly with high academic achievement in
r reading, spelling, or arithmetic.
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ABSTRACTS OF MASTERS' THESES

AN ANALYSIS OF HENRY JAMES'S PERCEPTION
OF THE DEVELOPMENTAL NEED OF CHILDREN
Margaret G. Pence
Department of English
(Madison College, 1964)

During his long and productive writing career, Henry James was
constantly concerned with the effects of freedom and restraint in the
lives of people and in cultures. He expressed this interest in different
ways. In his middle period James used the child, unspoiled by
society, as the raw material to measure social values, just as Melville's splendid savage was a touchstone for him in evaluating
civilization. This essay is a study of those novels and stories, written
during the two decades of his middle period, in which James represents children developing or languishing under right or wrong adult
influences. Scrutiny of these works points to the conclusion that
James considered the right influence freedom from domination. Such
freedom is a fundamental need if the child is to develop his potentialities as a free person.
Significantly, the three works by James in which children figure
most prominently were written in close sequence: What Maisie
Knew was published in 1897, The Turn of the Screw in 1898, and
The Awkward Age in 1899. These three works will form the primary
evidence for the study of children's basic need in this paper. Further
evidence in support of the thesis appears in other stories by James
portraying children and in his Prefaces relating to these stories, in
entries in his Notebooks, and in "The Art of Fiction," in which
James discusses his theories of fiction.
These novels and stories fall into two types. In the first type to be
considered, the child is dominated; in the second the child is free.
The theme of domination is apparent in The Turn of the Screw, a
novella showing a young governess in complete authority over two
children in an isolated country house. In her zeal to save them
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from the nebulous evil represented by the ghosts of the former
governess and the valet, the governess by her domination ends by
destroying the children.
At the same time that James shows how tyranny destroys the
child's personality, in other stories he presents children who have
developed positive personalities under handicaps. Maisie in What
Maisie Knew is the child of a hedonistic set of divorced parents, a
weak set of step-parents, and a poorly-educated governess; yet
Maisie emerges from her childhood as a self-possessed, whole person
with a depth of philosophy that only her step-father senses. Her
unorthodox and unsheltered childhood, while lacking in many conventional advantages, has allowed Maisie the "moral vibrations
that James says in his Preface have made her life rich.
The Awkward Age combines the two types. In it James contrasts
two young English girls of the Victorian upper class who have been
reared by different standards. Nanda, who has had a degree of
freedom during her adolescence that is shocking to the proper
ladies, develops values that make her outgoing and morally conscious.
Little Aggie, the puppet of her guardian up until the time of her
marriage, becomes coarse, selfish, and shallow.
In "The Art of Fiction" James says, "There is one point at which
the moral sense and the artistic sense lie very near together; that is
in the light of the very obvious truth that the deepest quality of a
work of art will always be the quality of the mind of the producer.
In these novels about children James reveals his views on the development of personality. The children in The Turn of the Screw,
repressed by well-meaning tyranny, are lost to society, the Maisies,
whatever the obstacles, triumph.
There is certainly no evidence that James thought that, given
freedom, a child would necessarily grow better until he reached
perfection. But in spite of his expatriation, he understood freedom as
expressed in America in a way that few Europeans of his time did.
And his stories featuring children are an affirmation of a basic belief
in that freedom.
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AN INVESTIGATION AND SURVEY OF
THE SOLO VIOLA LITERATURE
OF THE CLASSIC PERIOD
Roger Holm Taylor

Department of Music
(Madison College, 1964)

The development and refinement of effective class teaching procedures in the field of string instrument study has altered the traditional methods of training viola players.
At the present time, many viola students begin their instrumental
training on the viola, rather than by the traditional method of transferring from the violin. Therefore, they must assimilate the various
musical styles largely through the study of the viola repertoire. The
readily available viola literature of the classic period has been, until
recently, very scant, and is still deficient in extent and variety.
One of the best ways for the student orchestral violist to develop
the necessary sensitivity to play a comparatively non-melodic part in
a musical manner is by a study of the solo repertoire.
The purpose of the study is to determine the extent and the utility
of the solo viola literature of the classic period, for both teaching and
performance purposes.
The scope of the study is limited by both formal and chronological
considerations. Transcribed material is omitted because of inherent
weaknesses.
The determination of the extent of the body of the literature was
accomplished by the compilation of a comprehensive list of the composers of the period, which was systematically checked against a wide
range of musical encyclopedic sources of both a biographical and
bibliographical nature, listings in various books, magazine articles,
and publishers' catalogs.
All literature in available personal libraries, the Library of Congress, and the New York Public Library was surveyed. By this
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procedure, the existence of a number of compositions which had been
omitted in the comprehensive listing of the viola literature by Alti mann1 was brought to light.
At least sixty-six viola concertos were composed during the classic
period. Eight of these concertos are currently available. Nineteen
others have been published, but are not presently in print. At least
thirty-nine concertos remain in manuscript.
Only four sonatas for viola and keyboard instrument written dur. ing the classic period are currently published.
Over sixteen published sonatas are out of print. Only one known
■ sonata remains in manuscript.
Of the sinfonia concertantes utilizing the viola as one of two or
i three solo instruments, only two are currently published. Ten other
i' sinfonia concertantes are out of print.
At least six compositions of this type remain in manuscript.
Of the other compositions for viola solo, which do not fall into
the above three categories, only two are currently published. Twentyone other compositions are out of print. Only one other known composition is in manuscript.
The body of literature for solo viola written in the classic period
comprises only sixteen readily available compositions. At least sixtysix compositions are out of print. At least forty-six compositions have
never been published. This quantity of more or less unavailable literature includes a number of works which have artistic or pedagogic
' value. As an example, an unpublished work of Holzbaur has been
obtained, and has been edited for performance. A score of this work
is included in the thesis.
Information concerning publishers, locations of rare copies, and
locations of manuscript works have been included whenever posi sible. Thematic excerpts and descriptions of all available compositions
have been provided. All contradictory and confusing information
has been dealt with as fully as available data allowed.

^Wilhelm Altmann and V. V. Borisovski, Literaturverseichnis fur Bratsche und
'I Viola d'Amor. (Wolfenbuttel: Vcrlag fur Musikalische Kultur und Wissenschaft,
1937.)
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A wider selection of music of the classic period for solo viola is f
desirable. This would benefit the student, the amateur, and the
professional violist. A more detailed and complete listing of the solo (t
literature of the viola is also needed.

|
I
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A STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF AMINO ACID
INJECTION ON THE IMMUNOLOGICAL
MECHANISM OF TWO, THREE, AND
FOUR DAY CHICK EMBRYOS
OF THE VANTRESS BREED
George Craig Cook
Department of Biology
(Madison College, 1964)

Chick embryos of the Van tress breed were used to investigate
possible immunological connections with amino acid content. Chicks
were injected with amino acids of various chemical properties and
the resulting amino acids in the blood serum were separated by
chromatographic methods.
Amino acids present after injection of specific amino acids are
used to establish the possible role of amino acids during the antibody
production. The lack of specific agglutination factors in chick embryos serum is indicative of the absence of inherent antigens. The
lack of agglutinating factors is used to check the possible ability of
amino acids in creating artificial conditions in which agglutination
does occur.
All chicks respond to the injection of all amino acids used. The
number and kind of amino acids present after injection vary to a
certain extent on the amino acid injected. The length of the agglutination period could indicate the strength of the antigen, but possibly
in situations where embryos are used, it would more likely indicate
the ability of the antigen (amino acid) to stimulate the production of
antigen material. In either case the length of the agglutination
period cannot be explained on the sole basis of chemical properties.
Because of the lack of gamma globulins during early development
and the corresponding lack of an established immunological mechanism, there appears in the embryo a simple metabolic response to antigens. This metabolic response seems to be nothing more than a trial
and error method. The antigen (if not truly an antigen itself)
stimulates the synthesis of proteins that continues until precipitation
of the antigen occurs. The chemically simple amino acids injected
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appear to be unable to act as true antigens, but do stimulate amino
acid synthesis. Other more complicated amino acids injected appear
to be antigenic themselves.
The data collected, indicating some common amino acids present
during agglutination and a possible period of build-up prior to
agglutination, in itself is not conclusive information regarding the
total mechanism of embryonic immunity. The absence of a marked
and pronounced mechanism would suggest that amino acids arranged in a certain sequence may be the important factor in embryonic immunity. It may be that what is called stimulation is
nothing more than a shifting of amino acids in a fashion to meet the
needs of the antigen.
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THE RELATIONSHIP OF CERTAIN SELECTED
MOTOR SKILLS AND READING ABILITY
OF SEVENTH GRADE STUDENTS
Patsy F. Vaughan
Department of Physical Education
(Madison College, 1964)
I. THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this study was to determine the relationship of
reading ability to certain selected motor skills. Seventh-grade students were used for this study. A sub-problem was to determine the
relationship of reading rate to speed as evidenced in two motor tests.
H. PROCEDURE
The cases were ninety-six seventh grade boys and girls. Forty-one
of the students were girls and fifty-five were boys. They were all
given the Iowa Silent Reading Tests. The motor tests that were used
were selected so that there would be a test of each of the basic motor
skills of running, jumping, kicking, batting, throwing, and catching.
Three of these tests were rebound tests used against a gymnasium
wall. There were Latchaw's basketball wall pass and soccer wall
volley, and the striking test was a paddle tennis rally. The jumping
test was a standing broad jump and the running test was a shuttle
run. Complete sources and descriptions of these tests can be found
in the complete study.
The raw scores from the motor tests and the percentile scores
from the Iowa tests were correlated using Pearson's product-moment
method of correlation. The boys' and girls' scores were correlated
separately.
The sub-problem study consisted of four additional correlations
between reading rate and the scores of the basketball wall pass and
the shuttle run for boys and girls.
III. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The results of the study indicated that positive correlations did
exist between all of the motor tests and reading ability for seventh
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grade girls. Only the basketball wall pass and the paddle tennis
rally were positively related to reading ability for boys. The highest
correlations for girls were .486 on the shuttle run and .402 on the
paddle tennis rally. The other correlations coefficients for the girls
were: .333 on the broad jump, .202 on the basketball wall pass, and
.075 on the soccer wall volley.
The highest correlations for boys were .394 on the paddle tennis
rally and .325 on the basketball wall pass. The other three tests
which correlated negatively with reading ability for boys were the
standing broad jump with a correlation of — .196, the shuttle run
with a correlation of — .011, and the soccer wall volley with a
correlation of —.072.
No pattern was evident between boys' and girls' scores except that
the correlations between reading ability and the paddle tennis rally
were similar. These correlations were .402 for girls and .392 for
boys. The boys performed better on all of the motor tests than the
girls. The girls' mean reading percentile was higher than the boys'.
One class section which was intended to be composed of the
highest scholastic achievers had the highest mean reading percentiles.
Boys and girls in this high achievement section also made higher
scores on the motor tests than the low achievement group.
The results of the sub-problem study indicated that reading rate
and speed of movement are slightly related. The correlation coefficients of .219 and .181 for the boys, and .42 and .245 for the
girls indicated that a slight positive relationship did exist.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF
READING INVOLVING A DEVIATE
TEAM-TEACHER APPROACH
Linda H. Cosby
Department of Education
(Madison College, 1964)

This experimental research was conducted to find an improved
method of teaching reading in Chesterfield County Schools. The
study investigated the reading achievement of a representative group
of sixth-grade students from a typical middle class suburban community. The purpose of the study was to see whether greater reading
achievement could be made from a sixty-minute reading program in
three homogeneous groups using the teaching skills and resources of
three sixth-grade teachers as compared with the achievement of the
traditional interclass (self-contained classroom) grouping used at
this time in Chesterfield. The experiment lasted for a period of one
school year. Chesterfield County gave its full consent for this experiment to be carried out in one of its schools, with the control
group operating in an adjacent school.
Three sixth-grade classes made up the experimental group. These
students received instruction in reading for one hour daily in three
homogeneous groups representing high, average, and low achievers.
Each of the three experimental teachers taught each homogeneous
reading class, shifting groups every fifty-seven school days, giving
the students the advantage of three reading teachers during the year.
The control group was composed of one sixth-grade class and one
sixth-grade teacher. This group received instruction in reading for
one hour daily using the traditional, interclass grouping technique.
The one control teacher taught all students in the control group. The
same basic reading materials were used for both the experimental
and control students.
Fourteen pairs of students from the control and experimental
groups were matched according to socio-economic background,
chronological age, I.Q., and reading achievement scores taken from
the Science Research Associates, Inc., Diagnostic Reading Test
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Survey Section: Lower Level for grades four through eight, Booklets I and II—Form A. This test was administered at the beginning
of the study. At the completion of the experiment the same test,
Form B, was given for comparison. As a basis for this study the
following assumptions were made: that each teacher followed closely
and used suggestions of the teacher's manual, that the tests measured
what they purported to measure, and that each teacher saw that each
student applied himself equally well each time he took the test.
A comparison of the two S.R.A. tests at the conclusion of the
study showed that both groups increased in scores during the school
year. However, the findings from the data clearly indicate that the
degree of increase in the control and experimental groups differed
greatly. The compared scores of the post-test for the two groups,
stated in range, mean, and median showed that the experimental
group using the deviate team teacher technique of teaching reading
scored higher. The range for the experimental group was twentyeight points higher than the range for the control group. The mean
score achieved by the experimental students was 27.43 points higher
than the mean score of the control students as compared on the posttest scores. A comparison of the medians showed a 47 point greater
gain for the experimental group in May. The individual progress
of the fourteen matched pairs in the experimental group also showed
a substantial gain over the individual progress of the students in the
control group. These results were further substantiated by a comparison of the basic reading test given to the two groups in February
and May as part of the regular reading program suggested by the
basic reader used.
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A SURVEY OF THE SOCIAL STUDIES
CURRICULA IN SELECTED ELEMENTARY
SCHOOLS IN VIRGINIA AND DELAWARE
Janice K. Miller
Department of Education
(Madison College, 1964)
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
The purposes of the study were to survey the scope of content
of the social studies programs from grades one through six in selected
elementary schools and to compare the selected schools in certain
social studies areas. In this study the author examined these two
purposes by attempting to find similarities and divergencies from
curricula to curricula, from one state to another in rural and urban
areas.
METHOD
A questionnaire was designed for the purpose of surveying the
scope of the content of the social studies programs in selected urban
and rural elementary schools in the states of Virginia and Delaware.
The questionnaire was divided into three general categories in
order to survey the scope of the content of the social studies program
from grades one through six in selected elementary schools. The
three categories surveyed were: (1) Background of the Teacher;
(2) Scope of Content in the Social Studies; and (3) Method of
Instruction.
From a total of one hundred and ninety-eight questionnaires sent
to the rural and urban areas, one hundred and forty-one questionnaires were returned, or seventy-one percent. Individual school contacts were made through the chief school officers; in each case a
member of the administrative staff chose the teachers to answer the
questionnaire.
SUMMARY
This social studies survey has been designed to attempt to investigate the background of the teacher, the scope of curricular content,
and the methodes of instruction in selected school areas in Virginia
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and Delaware. It was found that the teachers had three general
types of educational backgrounds as indicated by their various degrees: bachelor's, master's, and a third category labeled non-degree.
The non-degree group was comprised of teachers not holding one
of the two above degrees. The bachelor's degree was held by seventytwo percent of the teachers, the master's degree by eighteen percent,
and the non-degree category accounted for the other ten percent
of the teachers. Seventy-eight percent of the teachers were certified
to teach in the elementary school.
Two considerations were given to the educational experiences of
the teachers. 1. The pre-service education for social studies teaching.
The teachers had the opportunity to indicate the number of credit
hours they had taken with their training in social science during
college. The teachers holding the two types of degrees and the nondegrees indicated that ninety-one percent had taken history, the
subject in which the most training occurred. 2. Travel was the
second consideration. An average of thirty-nine percent of the
teachers in the selected study areas indicated that they had traveled
in all four regions in the United States. These four regions were the
Northeastern Region, Southern Region, Midwestern Region, and
Western Region.
The scope of curriculum content was investigated by taking into
consideration the specific subject areas, courses of study and the
major goals. In each case the content followed the pattern that was
recognized by the authorities in the field of social studies. The
courses of study that were used in the selected study areas were textbooks, curriculum guides, state curriculum guides, and the teacher's
own developed course of study.
The methods of instruction were investigated next. The time element was used to establish which method was used the longest
amount of time during a school year. The units were used a greater
percentage of time in the school year than any other method of instruction mentioned. Textbooks and supplementary books with audio
and visuaj aids were used as the materials and tools at each grade
level. Teachers with bachelor's degrees indicated that films and filmstrips were more effective for teaching social studies; teachers with
master's degrees used group work, discussions, and lectures; teachers
in the non-degree category used films fifty percent of the time and
reports fifty percent of the time.
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The teacher had the opportunity to evaluate his own social
studies program. The evaluation was divided into three areas of
strengths, weaknesses, and particular areas of interest. The strength
of the social studies program could be recognized by the teachers
who stressed a particular area of interest. This interest was controlled
by the content in which the students were most interested, thereby
revealing the strength of the program. Some weaknesses mentioned
by the teachers were the too broad scope of content, too much repetition from grades one through six, and lack of audio-visual aids to
supplement the teaching of social studies.

